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-D ean Sullivan named 25th President of William and Mary

W&M president-clect Timothy Sullivan
addresses the crowd in the Wren
building's Great Hall last Thursday.

- Greg Brummett

By JENNY CLICK
in this country and around the
Thunderous applause, whoops world as distinctive and distinof delight and a standing ovation guished." said Sullivan, who degreeted the naming of law school scribed W illiam and Mary's fuDean Timothy 1. Sullivan as the ture as being "limited only by
25th president of the College of our capacity to imagine it."
William and Mary. Board of
After also offering thanks for
Visitors Rector Hays Watkins the "s upport from my own
made the announcement at a community" and acknowledging
packed news conference in the the "courage, character and
Great Hall of the Wren Building ability of my good friend , [acting
last Thursday. Sullivan will as- President and fellow finalist for
sume the post on July 1st.
the presidential slot] Melvin
Saying that he was experi - Schiavelli," Sullivan concluded
encing "surprise, thanksgiving, his remarks with a promise to the
fear and hope all mixed together," College community.
Sullivan expressed rus "profound
"I promise each of you, " the
gratitude to the Board of Visitors, Dean said, "that this College and
the Presidential Search Com- its interests will command my
mittee, and the William and Mary full abili ties and commitment.
community" for the opportunity Nothing will be withheld in my
to lead the College as it begins its efforts to serve this College. "
fnllrth century _
ice-Rector James Brinkley,
In a brief address, Sullivan chairman of the Presidential
emphasized the "special charac- Search Committee, expressed
ter and special qualities " of the pleasure with both the broadCollege.
"We will create based Committee and the search
here ... an institution recognized process as a whole, which re-

sulted in a "bonding of the facul ty and a chance for us to know
and appreciate the students."
According to Brinkley, " the
entire campus community came
forward and gave their input" in
the search and the Commi ttee
"read every word." Brinkley
offered special praise for Laura
Flippen, the Student Association
representative to the Committee,
calling her a "lightening rod" in
the process.
A t a press conference following the annou ncement,
Watkins said that although they
had faced a difficult decision "the
Board has spoken, the new
president was unanimously selected, and the new president has
the unanimous support of the
Board."
Brinkley cited Sullivan' s affection for the College as a critical factor in the Board's decision.

See TIMSTER, page 16

M-W faculty approves reform of class ranking system
By NANCY KILLIEN
In a nearly unanimous vote, the facuIty
approved the new ranking system at last
Thursday's meeting, with only one professor voting against the proposal . Professor Charles Koch, who voted against
the new system, said he did so based on
the views of seven third-year students
who approached him with their objections
to the new system following its passage in
a student referendum last Tuesday.
According to Koch, the seven thirdyear students asked him to represent their
interests at the faculty meeting. Koch said
the students opposed application of the
new ranking method to the Gass of 1992,
and had not ,-oted in the referendum because they thought the system would affect only fIrst- and second-year students.
The seven students also believed the
system was "intentionally dishonest. "
In Tuesday' s referendum, 2-l4 students
voted in favor of adopting the new system,
and 30 students opposed its adoption.
Sixty-three third-year students voted in
favor of applying the new system to the
Class of 1992, with only 5 members voting
against application to their class. A total
of 49 students voted against application of
the ystem to the Class of 1992.
During the meeting, both Koch and
Professor Lynda Butler disputed the idea
that no tudent would be disadvantaged

by the new system. Butler left the meeting
before the vote because of a prior engagement.
Koch said, "what gives me pause is
that the top of the next group is tremendously disadvantaged. [Number] 26 is
top 6%, and [number) 27, six one-thousandths of a point behind, is top 14%."
Vice Dean Richard Williamson pointed
out that ''be' d [the 27th ranked student] be
in the top 14% anyway." Williamson

later emphasized that the grouping of students was based on the premise that at
each tenth of the ranking scale, students
were "indistinguishable."
Associate Dean for Career Planning
and Placement Robert Kaplan said, "Every student got a copy of the proposal, and
the proposal said it would apply to third
years. Third years can' t say they didn't
know . There were posters everywhere,
and [there was also) the Amicus story."

Professor Margaret Spencer, a member of the Academic Status Committee
that drafted the proposal , noted that 'The
system was presented to the students by
an attachment in their hanging files, and
in two student meetings on March 30 and
31 . The meetings were not well attended,
and most comments were favorable , ex-

See SWITCH, page 16

SBA gets $22k in BSA budget allocations
By KEVIN KRONER
The Board of Student Affairs (BSA)
approved virtually all of SBA 's 1992-93
budget proposal last week, allocating
$22,000 of the $23,608 requested by SBA
and other law school organizations. The
new budget represents an increase of almost 52,000 over last year's budget allocation.
SBA president-elect Joe Cartee, who
this year served as B A representative,
said the $1,608 difference between the
proposal and the actual appropriation was
spread out over most of the different line
items. According to Cartee, the law chool
organizations that made requests in the
proposal received 'yirtually all of the funds
they asked for.
SEA s procedure for requesting BSA

funding underwent a complete overhaul
this year. By conducting budget hearings
and scrutinizing the line items from each
organization, this year' s SBA produced a
1992-93 budget request nearly $8,000 less
than the 1991-92 request. For the 1991 92 school year, SBA requested approximately $32,000 from BSA but received
only a $20,000 appropriation.

Before presenting the budget request
to the BSA Finance Committee, the presidents of all of the College's graduate
schools discUssed their budgets in meetings of the Graduate and Professional
Students Association (GAPS), in an ef-

See BIG BUCKS, page 16
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Out of our heads
The response in the Great Hall las t Thursday when the
announcement was made that Dean Sullivan had been selected
to become the new president of the College showed that of the
five finalists for the job, the Dean was perceived by students as
being "their" caJJtdidate. Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of
thi s response is ~hat most of those in the audience were not law
students, but undergraduates.
We think this perception on the part of the undergraduates
was well-founde.d. Certainly none of the other candidates for
the j ob could boast the kind of ties to this community that the
Dean has. His own recollections of the College as it was when
he attended William and Mary should help insure that the
school retains its unique character well into the future.
Yet there are some traditions that should not necessarily be
carried forward. For many years, the College administration
has behaved as if Marshall-Wythe were not an integral part of
the school. This attitude has persisted, despite the tremendous
increase in enrollment and prestige that the law school has
undergone in the last twenty years .
We feel confident that the Dean will not allow this attitude
to continue. He has worked too long and too hard on building
Marshall-Wythe to its present stature to forget the students and
faculty over here on South Henry Street. At the Alumni
Association party last Friday, the Dean said the he "Could never
really leave the law school." We hope that he never will, and
wish him all the best in the job that awaits him.

THE P~MICUS CURIAE
A publication of The Advocate
"Dedicated to the complete and objective reporting
of student news and opinion"
Editor: Jennifer Click
Managing Editolr. Kevin Kroner
Production Editor: Debbi Holmes
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Bob Dickinson
Brian Golden
Paula Hannaford
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Andrew Smith
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Eric Chasse
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Bill Madigan
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Kevin Walsh
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Letters to the Editor are not intended to reflect the opinions of
the newspaper or its staff. All letters to the Editor should be
submitted by 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday prior to publication.
Writers MUST submit their letters as computer files . Please
include a double-spaced hard copy with your disk.
We cannot ptiint a letter without confumation of the author' s
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request that they be edited for the sake of space.

From the Editors ...
As we were putting the last issue of the 9 1-92

Amicus Curiae to bed, I found myself looking back
on the last year and a half and remembering all of
the other times I have engaged in this particular
ritual. So much has happened since the firs t time
we published a newspaper, when the production
staff hid in the building so we could spend the
entire night pasting-up in G-5.
There is a certain degree of romance that is lost
when one goes from being an independent newspaper to a College-sanctioned pUblication . I'll
never forget eating 7- 11 sandwiches with George
Leedom and Dave Ziemer at Keith Finch's house
at 5:00 a.m. On the other hand , there are certain
advantages in having an office - like no longer
being forced to carry everything you need to produce a newspaper with you in a cardboard box.
I ha~e been extremely fortunate in working
with so many gifted people in producing this
newspaper. George, Dave and Keith are just a few
of the names that come readily to mind. I could
never list all of the people who have worked to
make this paper so good, and my job so enjoyable.
I'm especially proud that so many members of
my class have been involved with the newspaper.
After all, when we came to Marshall-Wythe everyone said we were the most anal-retentive class ever
to grace the Naugahyde.
I have every confidence that next year, Kevin
Kroner will find the same support from the students, facully and administration at MarshallWythe that I have found here. I'm also sure that
Kevin will do an excellent job.
And I bet he'll have a bit of fun. - l .S.C.

It is with a curious mixture of confidence, confusion, and impatience that I think about my prospects as next year's edi tor-in-chief. My goal is
clear - another year of producing the best law school
newspaper in the country. I'm just little confused
about how to go about doing it.
I thank Jenny Click for all she has taught me. One
of my biggest fears is trying to fill her shoes. Jenny
forgets more about editing a newspaper in one day
than I have ever learned. I can only promise to do
my best and work as hard as she has .
One obstacle, however, may prevent us from
matching the quality found in this year's paper: this
May, we will lose half of our contributors to graduation. Even if the incoming first year class produces
the same number of writers as this year's did, the
paper's staff will shrink by 25%.
The only way I can meet this problem is with an
appeal to everyone who reads this paper: if you
want to continue to see the level of journalism you
enjoyed this year, please help. As the current staff
knows, your contribution to the paper can be as
much or as little time as you want However, many
people must step fonvard in order to maintain the
standards we have set for ourselves.
Sometimes I wonder how on earth I will get even
a single issue published. O ther times, reflecting on
the quality of our staff, I wonder how I can possibly
fail . I know many hard working people will return.
Working along side them this year, I know I will be
able to depend on them for quality work. I am
honored to be a part of the staff that produced such
a good newspaper this year, and I'm confident that
next year's staff will measure up. -K.T. K.

Letters - , - - - - - - - To The Editor:
I would like to provide what I
feel are constructi ve criticisms
of the P.S .F . I realiz.e that my
statements might c arry more
weight if backed up by personal
involvement with the PSF, but I
feel that much of the fund-raising
done by the PSF reflects fairl y
stereotypical views of what it is
to be a law student at M-W.
While the need for the "legal
community" to do its part to fund
legal service for those who cannot afford the high cost resists
an y fundamental challenge,
several questions do arise with
respect to what place law students
should play in this endeavor.
Unfortunately, the PSF approach
to so-called fund-raising seems
to reflect a "clubby" approach to
fund-raising more appropriate to
a political party than a charitable
organization.
The law school is simply an
illogical place to look for money,
and serious fund-raisers would
never devote themsel ves to such
a narrow range of possible donors . We are students, not attorneys , and (most of) our
lifestyles reflect the fact that
survival is a matter of making it
from loan check to loan check.
Many of us have in fact had to
suffer the major fmancial transition from actually working to
coming to law school. To me,
the narrow targeting of the PSF
efforts seem irresponsibly
grounded in a picture of law
students as conduits for parental
funding . Begging works with
parents, wliile fulld-raising works
far better for charities.

It would seem far more logical to utilize the local peninsula
legal communi ty to ad\'ance the
good aims of the PSF. Events
such as the date auction, casino
night, and the sea and ski night
represent the areas where the PSF
behaves most like an organization
devoted to fund-raising and least
like a panhandler. Fund-raisers
go into communities as ambac;sadors for the charitable interests
they represent. Panhandlers use
guilt appeals to whomever passe:s
by. In the immortal words of
some law student, "Our lobby is
not a Bus Station," so please don't
beg in it.
Fund-raisers rent ballrooms
and hold events just like the PSF.
The difference is that fund-raisers
invite the best possible donors .
In the case of funding legal service, this group would seem to be
those with funds and a vested
interest in the legal system. As
law students, we are a part of this
group, but a marginal part, and .
very poorly funded. While the
social aspects of these evenings
are not to be overlooked (I have
enjoyed them) , neither is the
potential benefit to be gained by
exporting duplicates of them inlto
the community at large.
I believe that the problem of
the PSF is primarily one of scope,
and I would urge the new leaders
of the organization to transcen d
the current limited view of the
PSF as an organization which
seeks contributions primarily
from the student body. The local
bar groups would seem to {XOvide
the ideaJ. ·startirig ptace for find-·
ing new donors.

I believe that if the PSF becomes a more efficient, broader
organization, even larger goals
could be achieved than the funding of summer stipends. If M-W
is to secure a role as a school \vith
a seri ous, community wide
commitment to public service,
the PSF will have to take a leading
role. The administration of the
law school, as well as the paid
fund-raisers who work on the
permanent endowments may
well look to the PSF for a precedent sufficient to provoke serious efforts on establishing a permanent endowm ent for loan
forgi veness. Such a program
would better serve those who
have a more durable commitment
to public ser vic e than those
working a half summer before
heading to Spain, the Bahamas,
or the "Swn.mer House. "
As the primary chari table
ambassador for M-W, the PS F
should work to establish itself as
a serious fund-raising endeavor,
dedicated to not only the raising
of short term funds, but the establishment of M-W as an institution with a serious commitment
to long term charitable legal
services. This goal will remain
out of reach so long as the student
body is the most actively solicited group in the entire legal
community. Such an approach,
while demonstrating the generosity of the student body, works
at cross purposes ~ith long term
goals by portraying an unsophisticated and ineffective approach to fund-raising to the rest
of the legal community.
.
- M.A. Donald (lL)
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Third-year Bill Cronenberg finds career in new republic
By BOB DICKINSON

that who little familiarity the dO"'TI in authority was becoming
Estoniac -lad with American life apparent even then, as one of the
was gained by watching McGiver soldiers was just ~ curious about
or Miami Vice on Finnish tele- American life as the Estonians.
Because there was little decivision. The questions most frequently asked were "Does ev - sion making going on in Estonia,
eryone in America have a gun?" the group's five day visit to
and "Do you have a gunT
Tallinn, the capital city, involved
The group enjoyed relative more sight-seeing than political
freedom of travel while in Rus- science. The result was an opsia. However, Cronenberg said portunity to meet the Estonian
that during the visit to the Baltic people, albeit not the result inRepublics, it was obvious that tended by the group's host: there
the groups' movements were appeared to be great concern on
being clo ely monitored by the the part of the Russian officials
K. G. B. He noted a thinly-dis- about American- Estonian intergui ed onflict between the Es- acti n. Cronenberg said that the
tonians and their (then) Russian Estonians were very interested
masters . Cronenberg recalled one in bearing about the Irdvel of the"
oc a ion where an Es tonian gr up, as they did not enjoy the
you th approa hed th group in freedom to travel.
an attempt to barter. They were
ro nenberg said he was imsb ked as he was beaten b} the pre sed that the E tonians were
authorities.
better-educated and more pros Later, the grou p ob erved perou than people in the other
another man beaten for di play- countrie the group \ i ited. The
ing the Estonian fl ag-an illegal countr} had more of a we tern
a tion at the time. _-\ \ isit to the fe I. whi b he attributed to it
beach al ' 0 proved intere_ting. do_e proximity to Finland and
CronenberJ aid Rus 'ian oldiers the E ·tonian · s ability to recei\e
manned machine gun on the Finnish television programming.
bea h, apparently to dis uade any The people are industrious, and
E_tonian from making unau- many had been all wed t build
th rized vis it s to Finland. (literally) their own homes. As a
Cronenberg aid that the break- re ult . E toni a was the onl y

One Marshall -Wythe student
has found a way to beat glut of
lawyers in the U .. - byemi - grating. Bill Cronenberg (3L)
will be moving to the Baltic republic of Estonia in eptember
where he will be employed by
the Estonian government as a
consultant to assist in the development of the Estonian military
academy.
Cronenberg , a native of
Queens , ~ew York, attended
Virginia \.lilitary Institute. Immediatel y after graduating in
1988, be traveled to everal
Eastern bloc countries on a political science tour led by Colonel W ayne T hompson. a Y \l1
professor of internati na1 tudi .
Thompson had been a prof s 'or
in East German) on an e. hange
program, and through his ontacts arranged f r the tour to visit
\.10scow, 't. Peter burg,
Lithuania, lllld E ·tonia, as well
as East German} .
Cronenberg said that lb a result of peristroik . the members
of th group ~\ ere some of the
lirst .-\mericans to "isit the Balti
RepUblics. In fact , many f the
Estonian he talked with had
never met an .-\merican. He said

Gates addresses Marshall-Wythe
By BRlAN GOLDEN

res ult of privati us cmlGed by refonn, and

Central fn!elligence A.gency Director
Robert Gates described bot-spots around
the globe that continue to engage the
attention of the ll . . intelligence establishment in his address to the \'farsballWythe community last Wednesday, April
7. Gates was the final lecturer sponsored
this academic year by the Law School
Speakers Forum.
Gates oversees not only Central Intelligence Agency operations but also the
activities of the National Security Agency
and the Defense Intelligence Agency.
'The end of the Cold War, the collapse
of the Soviet l "nion, and the liberation of
Eastern Europe are cataclysmic events.
Forces p ent up for 70 years have been
unleashed. It' s at times promising and at
times frightening,"' declared the newly
installed spy chi ef. G ates, who received
his undergrad ua te degree from William
and \'1ary in 1% 5 , was confirmed by the
1.;. . Sena te last Fall despite controversy
surrounding hi s alleged involvement in
the Iran-Contra scandal .
Gates cautio ned that the rise of ethnic
strife in the republics of the former oviet
Union and Eas tern Europe reveals that
"history is not o ver, it ' s been frozen. It
now thaws with a vengeance to confront
us in new and virulent forms."
In addition to ethnic separatism, Gates
pointed to sobering realities inherent in
the centralized economies attempting
transitions to free markets and democracy. Refening to the Commonwealth of
Independent States, be indicated that "defense spending is plummeting, and the
possibility of a military threat to the U.S.
is low now .... But there are still 30,000
nuclear warheads in the republics and
reactio~es ~oJ.!ld ~ome .to power, as a .
•

,

•

I

I

_

•

country the group visited that
had anything resembling western style neighborhoods.
Cronenberg and others in the

group promised to write to some

See BALTIC GUY, page 6

International networking guru c:\traordinare Bill
Cronenberg (3L) will head to Estonia this fal l to
help authori ti es there organize their police
academy 's trai ning program.

the world intelligence COUllllUnity to

renew the threat."
closely monitor Libyan and Iraqi effort
Instability within the new republics is to rebuild their chemical and biol ogical
not the only problem arising from the weapons programs.
Maintaining vigilance over these mendissolution of the USSR. Proliferation of
sophisticated weapons, including nuclear aces requires strong intelligence gathertechnology, is also a priority for CIA ing operations, Gates insisted. 'The lack
attention. Gates expressed alarm over of sound human intelligence operations
Iran's current attempts to buy submarines contributed to the problem of understandfrom Russia, as well as the interest of ing Iraqi nuclear development during the
other dangerous regimes in acquiring war, . . . and improved human intelligence
missiles and nuclear scientists from the gathering is important for future prolifformer Soviet Union.
eration problems."
Gates, who also holds a doctorate in
Gates was upbeat about the 90 percent
Russian studies from Georgetown, singled democratization of Latin America, the
out North Korea and China for special continuing peace process among Arabs
criticism on the matter of weapons prolif- and Israelis, and steps toward democracy
eration. He denounced their practice of in sub-Saharan African nations. He praised
transferring nuclear technology and long- both President FW. de Klerk and Nelson
range missiles to nation such as Algeria, Mandela as "great men" leading South
Iran, and Syria.
Africa away from apartheid. And despite
Gates also warned of the necessity for the turmoil in Eastern Europe and the

-Bobby Carll

C o uunonw-ealth of lndepend-ent "lilte

Gates was optimistic about the triumph of
democrac y and free mark ets. He cited
President Boris Yeltsin as a skilled politician whose astute leadership in past crises
bodes well for the future of his reform
government.
But whether the task is preventing
nuclear proliferation or nurturing fledgling democracies, Gates insisted that "the
shape of the future is far from realized,
and U.S. leadership is necessary if the
promise of this new era in history is to be
realized."
Cautioning against radical change in
the I T.S. defense and intelligence posture,
Gates concluded , "Our national security
institutions must change, but the change
should be evolutionary. The world is still
unpredictable and dangerously overarmed. Our hopes should not overshadow
our good judgment."

Weenie Wagon wins warm Wythian welcome
By WILLIAM DeVAN
For those who hate to bring their lunch
to school and who don ' t have .the time to
go out, the Weenie \Vagon at MarshallWythe has been a boon. The question,
though, is whether ~farriott, has found the
:\1-\\" market equally beneficial.
Steve Marr, unit manager for the Campus Center's Marketplace, said that his
understanding is that the Weenie Wagon
will be continued and possibly enhanced
next semester. Marr said additional
product lines may, depending on space
and storage limitations, include hot items.
As far as profi tabili ty is concerned,
Marr said Marriott did not expect to make
a profit on the Weenie Wagon's first year,
"bu~ I!l~ef ~ed .".t ~ get it r?lling .~d ~~_
• •

•

'01

.

~

.

•

. ,

\\ihat the customers wanted." To further
Marriott's understanding of the MarshallWythe Market, Marr said he will probably
conduct a survey early next semester.
Valerie PaImer, wbo runs the \Veenie
Wagon, said she has enjoyed working at
Marshall -Wythe this year and hopes to
continue in her current position. She
noted that the people at M-W are "really
friendl y," and the onl y problem is that
s tudents sometimes complain about the
prices. She said the job is not hard at all
and though she previously worked at the
"Hot Stuff' station at the Marketp lace,
she prefers the independence she has
working at M-W. Palmer, aided by two
other Marriott employees , fixes all of the
m~s s~~ by the Weenie Wagon. Part

of the food comes here and the rest goes to
a similar operation run out of the Dodge
room in Phi Beta Kappa hall on the main
campus. Wben asked if there was anything she did not like about working at the
law school, Palmer said she dislikes students making derogatory comments about
the food.
. The most popular items in the marketplace are the turkey and fried chicken, the
latter of which is served onl y on Fridays.
Palmer noted that she has passed on suggestions from students that the chicken be
served on other days, but that M arriott
management said it would be "impossible"
to have it everyday. She also said that
Muffins used to be very popular, but
Marriott stopped ordering them.
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Law Watch ==========:=:::=================
By PAM ARLUK
Around the Nation:

COURT CUTS FEDERAL
DESEGREGATION ROLE
The Supreme Cowt made it easier
for public school systems to be
relieved from court ordered segregation plans, even if the schools
have not been completely desegregated.
In Freeman v. Pitts, the court
overturned a federal appeals cowt
order that required school officials in suburban Atlanta to take
remedial steps, including possible busing, to counter massive
population shifts that resulted in
segregated schools. The Court
said that the fideral courts must
return control of schools to the
local authorities.

COURT TIGHTENS STING
RULES The Supreme Court
overturned a Nebraska farmer's
conviction for receiving child
pornography, holding that the
goverinirent, in ·itS Conduct of the
sting ·operati·o n in· Jacob'so~ v.
U.S., enlrilpped the defendanfmto
committing the crime. In a 5-4
decision, the Court held that the
postal inspectors went too far by

repeatedly soliciting Mr.
Jacobson to purchase child pornography. Court observers noted
this decision was rather surprising from a Court that has shown
deference in recent years to law
enforcement agencies ' use of
novel and aggressive techniques
to battle crime.

COURT TO RULE ON
HEAL TH BENEFITS EXTENSION The Supreme Court
agreed to decide whether the
District of Columbia may require
employers to pay health benefits
for up to a year for employees
receiving Worker's Compensation. The case, which will be
argued next fall , is District of

Columbia v. Greater Washington Board of Trade.
ADMINISTRATION RENEWS CALL TO OVERTURN ROE V. WADE: The

Manuel A . Noriega was convicted on eight of ten drug and
racketeering charges. The jiUI)'
returned its verdict on the fifth
&y of deliberations, only II
hours after signaling that they
may have been deadlocked.
Noriega could receive a maximum sentence of 120 years in
prison and almost $1 million in
fines.

BLACK REPUBLICANS
WIN ORDER FOR ANTIBIAS RULES A federal judge
ordered the Federal Election
Commission to adopt anti-discrimination rules that will give
black Republicans a better chance
of being selected as delegates to
the party 's national convention.
The order came in a suit med by
The Freedom Republicans , a
New Yark-based, predominantly
black group.

Bush administration renewed its HOUSE VOTES AGAINST
urge for the Supreme Court to . S&L FUNDING BILL Defyuse Planned Parenthood of ing the wishes of both the Bush
Southeastern Pennsylvania v. administration and a bipartisan
Casey to overtuni Roe v. Wade. effort by the House leadership, a
The case will be argued in late majority of both parties rejected
further funding for the Resolution
Apru.
NORIEGA CONVICTED Trust Corporation.

M-W Students go to semis in
By PAULA HANNAFORD
'S.ecdnd-yeat · students. Heather Sue
·Rmnsey aud ·Phii Nugent advanced·to the
..seinl ~finar round of ·the Ro~rt R. Mebrige
National EDvironmental Law Negotiation
Competition on Satur&y, Apru 4 . The
Marshall-Wythe team was defeated by
Columbia University before they could
advance to the fmals .
Ramsey attributed the success of the
M-W team to the support of Professors
Ron Rosenburg and Jim ¥oliterno and
third-year students John Edw,¥ds ~d Eric
BranscoIn, :
.
Hosted by the University of Richmond,
the tournament fielded 20 negotiation
teams from U.S. law schools. Although
this was the first negotiation tournament
sponsored by University of Richmond,
Ramsey said she was impressed with the
organization and planning of the competition. The only criticism Ramsey expressed was that Richmond fielded more
than one team for the event. "Usually
schools try to avoid even the appearance

of impropriety," she commented. However, the identity of each team 's school
waS kept <ill.on~ous, thus Preventing any
problems.
In keeping with the tournament's environmental focus, the Mehrige competitors were given a total of 55 minutes to
attempt a negotiated settlement on behalf
of their "clients" in a wetlands case.
Similar in structure to the better-known
moot court competitions, the judging
criteria for the negotiation competition
included the teams ' planning, goals, ethics, team interaction and commitment to
the clients ' interests.
Although other national law schools
generally sponsor negotiation teams either
independently or under the auspices of
their moot court boards, M-W currently
has no intra-school competition for a negotiation team. Ramsey expressed hopes
of organizing a M-W competition for
fIrst- and second-year students next year.
"The negotiation tournaments require
less outside research and knowledge of

The vote will hamper the
nation ' s savings and loan
cleanup. The defeated funding
measure would have provided
S 17 billion to keep the cleanup
going through next fall.

************
And Closer to Home:

WILDER TEMPORARILY
REJECTS PARENTAL NOTIFICATION BILL Governor
Wilder proposed a provision requiring that Virginia ' s parental
notification bill be passed by the
General Assembly next year before it takes effect. The move
will prolong controversy over the
bill, which requires that parents
of women 17 or younger be notified before their &ughters have
an abortion.

WILDER REJECTS TRANSPORT A TION BILL The
Governor also rejected a bill
passed by lawmakers ordering a
referendum asking voters to approve $447 million in transportation bonds tied to a two cent per
gallon increase in the gasoline
ta:lO:. The governor proposed a
new bill that would fmance fewer
projects without a referendum or

l~egotiation

substantive law than moot court competitions, and Legal Skills teaches the basic
skills that anyone would need to compete
in its Client A exercises ," explained
Ramsey . "In addition, negotiation prac-

ta:lO:

increase.

JACOBSON'S REQUEST
REJECTED Fertility specialist
Cecil B. Jacobson's request for a
new trial was rejected by a federal judge in Alexandria. The
judge said there was no basis for
reversing the verdict of the jury
that found Jacobson guilty of
fraud in connection with his
fertility practice.

FOURTH CIRCUIT UPHOLDS DNA DATA BANK
The Fourth Circuit upheld the
DNA &ta bank for convicted
felons, saying the program's role
in fighting crime outweighs
criminals ' fourth amendment
rights . Six inmates sued arguing
that the state's plan to record
their "genetic fingerprints " was
a violation of the constitution's
ban agains t unreasonable
searches and seizures.

POOR SCHOOLS VOTE TO
SUE VIRGINIA Rural , poorly
fmanced school districts voted to
sue the state for more money.
The lawsuit will claim that the
disparity of spending between
wealthy and poor irginia school
districts is unconstitutional .

Tournament

tice is good preparation for law students.
The skills are useful for future practice,
and the tournaments allow students to
express more personal style than moot
court."
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Sports and Entertainment Law: a tough field to break into
By BaL MADIG AN
"Persistence" was the theme
of speakers forum on Sports and
Flltertainment Law help Friday,
April 3. Despite Associate Dean
Robert Kaplan's disclaimer that
there would be no free cable subscriptions to the Discovery
Channel or season tickets for the
~gers, a standing room only
crowd attended and was treated
to an engaging and realistic presentation on sports and entertainment law by Judith McHale,
Senior ice President for Corporate Services and General
Counsel for Discovery Communications, and Marvin Demoff of
Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp of
Los Angeles.
Both speakers agreed that the
Sports and Entertainment field is
difficult to break into, but there
are some opportunities for those
with the rig):1t skills, persistence,
and a little luck. Each speaker' s
path to their current position was
instructive.
McHale was working as a
producer for Columbia Pictures
when she decided to take the
plunge and go to law school at
night After graduating, she went
to work for a general interest
fmn where she expressed to the
partners her preferance for doing any entertainment work that
the firm might undertake. The

deputy public defender, where
he developed a specialty in representing student demonstrators
in the late 1960's. He later joined
a small litigation firm before
forming his own practice centering on the representation of
women tennis players. Demoff
said that he and his partner had
chosen this "small specialty with
no clients" based on a flip of a
coin. His practice expanded
gradually in both the number and
scope of clients as his firm became known in the sports community. In 1984, he j oined his
current firm.
Bo th attorneys said they do
more transactional work than
litigation in their present positions . McHale said most of the
-Greg Brummett
Judith McHale, general cousel for the Discovery Channel,
work she does for the Discovery
and Marvin Demoff, with the Los Angeles firm of Mitchell,
Channel is not really law-related
Silberberg& Knupp gave pointers for those interested in a
She said the cable company farms
career in the glamorous and sometimes lucrative fields of
out most of its litigatiOlL Demoff
Sports and Entertainment law.
added that farming out of work is
becoming less frequent as companies turn to in-house counsel eral topics including the diffi- get an industry job. While their the nature of the work and some
culty of getting into the field and comments seemed to paint a dis- of the unique personalities in the
to save money.
Much of the law-related work the skills needed to take advan- mal landscape for law students sports and entertainment indusMcHale and Demoff do is cen- tage of the opportunities that looking for an entertainment or try. How one did in law school is
tered arOlDld contracts - from li- arise. Both said that much of the sports law career, the speakers not as important as experience in
censing agreements to the ac- difficulty in getting into sports offered encouragement and tips a prior position with a fIrm, added
quisition and distribution of and entertainment law is due to on getting the proverbial foot in Demoff.
McHale stressed the absolute
television programs. For enter- the perception of the ftIed as very the door.
tainment lawyers, other impor- glamorous or lucrative. CompeThe panelists echoed each necessity for students to take
tant areas include copyright and tition for jobs within the industry other's lists of requisite skills every opportunity and let people
trademark, federal regulation, itself is even more fierce than for and experience needed. McHale know they are interested in

and t1.e expertise s he

defwnation, ond first QlDendsnent

positions with $port:> and i>nt.,..-

$aid that $M

developed in this capacity led
her to positions with MfV and,
currently, the Discovery Channel.
Demoff began his career as a

issues. For sports practitioners,
labor and unions, antitrust; and
intellectual property are areas of
importance.
The speakers touched on sev-

tainment fums that represent individual talents.
McHale said that some attorneys will take a major pay cut
($50,000 was one example) to

who have been with a large fmn
for at least a couple of years and
who have a background in corporate law. Strong interpersonal
skills are essential, because of

contac ts

l~$

for

~pli>

w=kmgmthe.i.nd~j .

Prospective students get
preview of Marshall-Wythe
ByPAMARLUK
A bout 100 prospective members of the
Gass of 1995 attended an information
session a t MarshaIl-Wythe last Saturday,
April 11. T he program is for newlyadmitted students who wish to learn more
about the law school and living in Williamsburg.
The day's activities began at 9:00 a m.
with registration and group tours of the
law school. At 10:00 Dean Sullivan gave
a welcoming address which was followed
by several facuIt y members giving talks
designed to provide a general orientation
to law school .
At the orientation , Vi c e Dean
Williamson addressed the problem of
selecting the right law school, Professor
Barnard spoke about the reasons to attend
law school, and Professor Moliterno addressed skiIls training within the law
school curricuIum. Dean Kaplan also
spoke about career goals, and Professor
Grover gave a short speech about life as a
fIrst-year law student.
After the orientation, the group split
into five smaller sections to hear about
diffe rent aspects of student life. Three

students, one from each class, spoke to the
fIve smaIIer groups about the Student Bar
Association, different law school organizations, the various pUblications in the
law school , housing, social activities
around Williamsburg, and the William
and Mary Law School Association's CoCounsel Program.
After lunch , the students heard an argument by Moot Court's National Team
of Tom Jones , Paige Budd, and Ruth
Carter. After the Moot Court presentation, the prospective students peru sed
information tables set up in the lobby and
manned by members of various law school
organizations.
Associate Dean for Admissions Faye
Shealy is optimistic about the affects of
the preview program. "We've received a
lot of positi ve feedback in the pas t," she
said. "Students tend to fmd this day very
informative."
Susan Korzick and Stephanie Coleman,
SBA Admissions Committee Co-Chairs,
arranged the small section sessions with
current students. 'The program was designed to see what this law school is like
and what it has to offer," said Korzick.

W=dcl"

mouth is, in some ways, the most
effective way to get a job in this
field . "To break in," Demoff
concluded, "you need guts and
persistence."

• Located in the heart
of the historic area.
• Ample parking.
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Law school: the best, the worst & everything in between
By Steve Schofield
As I reflect upon the winding down of three years of
law school, I look upon the experience with a measure of
both jubilation and sorrow. I feel a sense of pride at the
accomplishment, yet a deep feeling of sadness permeates
this pride because another chapter of my life is coming to
a close-forcing me to once again face the reality that life
in all its wonder is still very transitory. Perhaps in the
grand scheme of nature three years is the mere blink of an
eye, yet I cannot help sensing that my time spent here has
changed me in ways I have not yet fathomed.
I have made several strong friendships here, although
many of my early acquaintances have already departed to
other places to continue their lives. In these last three
years I have known moments of excitement and elation.
Just as important, I have had moments of self-doubt,
defeat and sorrow - moments which give one the opportunity to mature and build character. Law school has
forced each of us to expect the best, prepare for the worst,
and try to live with everything in between.
For some like myself, it represents the first real
preparation for life outside of school-true happiness
cannot be made reliant only upon success, for even
Alexander the Great found that there comes an ultimate
moment when there are no more worlds to conquer. It is

Cronen berg sent the director his

BALTIC GUY from page 3 resume. He received a phone
of the Estonians they met. However, the letters he sent when he
returned to the U.S. were not
delivered. The same was true of
the letters his Estonian friends
were sending. Finally, one
woman he had met asked her
aunt mail her letter from Canada,
where the aunt was visiting. This
led to the establishment of an
ongoing correspondence in 1990
through a friend of th,e woman in
Helsinki, Finland.
By reading her letters,
Cronenberg was able to track
developments in Estonia. He
said he received a letter about ten
days after the Soviet crackdown
on the Baltic states in which his
friend indicated the action was
not as severe in Estonia as in
lithuania.
Last fall, one of the woman's
letters asked Cronen berg about
his post-graduation plans . He
responded, "Have you got a job
for me there?" Apparently,
Cronenberg's pen pal has some
connections. In J amuu:y of 1992,
he received a letter from the director of the Estonian police
academy.
The academy, which is more
along the lines of a military
academy, currently offers a two
year training program. The director was seeking a'lsistance in
developing the academy along
Western lines into a four year
program, and he inquired as to
Cronenberg's ba1ckground .
.

.. . J

t
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call from the director after spring
break and was offered a position
assisting in the reorganization of
the academy. Cronenberg will
asslllIle his duties of advising the
Estonians on the modern, western concept of military academy
training, curriculum development, and the everyday life of
cadets in September of this year.
Cronenberg said the position
will give him the flexibility to
explore other opportunities
available as Estonia moves toward a market economy. Estonian law, based on a civil code, is
relatively undeveloped. There is
no common law and consequently, there is little law to interpret. An Estonian lawyer undergoes what is essentially an
undergraduate education III
which he "learns the rules."
Cronenberg said that in many
instances, he expects Estonia will
adopt the law of other countries
"lock, stock and barrel," for example, the Uniform Commercial
Code. He has already established
an informal relationship with two
Estonian lawyers, Lepik &
Luathaarr. These lawyers are
interested in international law and
development.
One area that Cronenberg will
be helping them to explore is the
representation of expatriate Estonians who may have property
claims in their homeland. He
will spend part of this summer
trying to assemble fIles on such
potential.<:lie?~ .
.. t...o J
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another forum or community in which so many people
have such strong opinions, correct or incorrect, on such
a variety of subjects. There is growth that comes out of
considering others points of view and expressing your
own - this forces each of us to exainine why we believe
what we believe and can inspire us to either change or
reinforce our previously held notions. Others' intelligent
minds serve as a catalyst for deeper understanding.
Time is becoming short as we close in on the finale of
our experience here at Marshall-Wythe. So close the
chapter on this brief moment of life and hope and pray
that the years to come will be prosperous and productive.
Yet realize that we take a little bit of our experience here
with us wherever we go.
The essence of a person is made up of both his or her
beliefs and the experiences he or she carries along in this
life. So I thank you all for a memorable three years and
sincerely wish each of you well. I will not say good-bye
for I hqJe to be seeing many of you again. Vaya con Dios,
and remember the words of the immortal poet T.S. Biot:
Time past and time future
Allow but a little consciousness.
To be cOllScious is not to be in time
But only in time call the momelll ill the rose-garden,
The moment ill the arbour where the rain beat,
The momelll ill the draughty church at smoke/all
Be remembered; involved with past alldfuture.
Only through time, time is cOllquered.

far better to savor the successes, grudgingly accept $e
defeats, and treasure the friends and experiences you
encounter along your path.
It seems like yesterday when I entered into the law
school for the first time, dressed nicely like everyone else
in my class for the class picture. We were mostl y
strangers then, thrown together by a common dream of
obtaining a Juris Doctorate, but soon we would become
acquaintances in and out of class. Finally we would fmd
friends to share our stress, opinions, and what little legal
knowledge we amassed.
I almost laugh to look back and see how naive I was
in many ways: I did not yet know that contracts were
made to be broken, Justice Cardozo invented all really
important laws, Congress can regulate anything through
the Commerce Clause and that little boys' feet were
worth less than a railroad track lock. Legal Skills made
me more nervous than any other class because of the
promise of humiliation if I did not perform well in the
oral presentations, and the fear that only the unknown
brings about was in my heart as I stepped in to take that
first exam on Torts .
But law school is more than tests, books and judges.
It is an experience of personal growth and a direct
challenge to push oneself harder and further than before.
Each person that spends three years in law school should
have gone through periods of inner searching as far as
attitudes about a myriad of topics. I may never be in

'"
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Cronen berg is not planning to
take the bar examination. He is
interested in business rather th.a n
the practice of law. His goal is to
make connections in Estonia and
in the U.S. that will 'allow him to
act as a trade consultant. In the
world of business, Cronenberg is
concerned that membership in
the 1m may be a restraint "If I'm
negotiating with a businessman
who is represented by counsel,
as a member of the bar I may be
committing an ethical violation
if I discuss a point of law in the
absence of the other parties."
Cronenberg foresees opportunity in Estonia for entrepreneurial endeavors. 'The Estonian
workforce IS well-educated,
highly skilled, and industrious,"
he said. In addition to facilitating business transactions conducted by others, he will be on
the lookout for Estonian products
with market potential in the U.S.,
and vice versa.
Cronenberg intends to spend
the summer making contacts in
the State Department, and
learning the nuts and bolts of
international trade. He is working with a friend who will act as
a contact here in the U.S. and \vill
assist with fmding investors.
His friend will also carry on
the work of fmding Estonians in
America who may have property
claims III their homeland .
Cronenberg intends to stay out
of politics, although he hopes
that with a low-keyed approach,
he can be a good ambassador for
western ideals.

Beethoven's
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featuring
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Pastrami.
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PAD to traffic in used regalia

Commencement speaker receives Pulitzer

Phi Alpha Delta, the legal fraternity which runs the Used Bookstore, plans to buy
caps, gowns, and hoods from this year's graduating third-years for resale to next year's
graduates. The program could result in a significant savings for next year's graduates.
This year, the retail cost of graduation regalia, when bought from the Bookstore, is
$45. Third-year Sandy Rizzo, who has devised the resale program for PAb, estimates
that the cost of used regalia will be only about $18.
The enterprise will be run in a manner similar to that of the PAD Used Bookstoregraduates can leave their caps, gowns, and hoods with PAD upon graduation along with
a self-addressed envelope. As soon as the regalia is resold, a percentage of the resale
price will be mailed to the seller. According to Rizzo, $15 will be returned to the seller,
with PAD retaining a $3 commission.
Because the caps and gowns come in different sizes, Rizzo says PAD is planning a
cap and gown sale relatively early next year. That way, interested customers will still
have an opportunity to buy regalia fonn the Bookstore if their sizes are not available
through PAD. Rizzo adds that early sales will also facilitate early repayments to those
who decide to resell their caps and gowns via PAD.
-Andrew Smith

1992 Marshall-Wythe commencement speaker Lewis B. Puller, a 1974 graduate of
M-W, received the Pulitzer Prize last week for his autobiography Fortunate Son: The
Healing oj Vietnam Vet. The book is Puller's first major work. He wrote an article
about his experiences for a 1984 issue of the William & Mary Alumni Gazette, but has
never sold an article for publication before.
The book's publisher, Grove Weidenfeld, did not tell Puller they had nominated the
book for the Pulitzer Prize. In an interview with the Flat Hat, Puller said he was still
in shock from news of the award. He also revealed his interest in working at a
university for his next career move. Currently, Puller works for the Department of
Defense as a senior attorney.

College says students must pay up

Vote for the Elvis you love most
The most heated election of 1992 may not be the Democratic Presidential primary,
or the November presidential election, but the contest to choose which Elvis - the 50's
pelvis-thrusting model or the bloated, '70's drug addict-will be honored with a ftrstclass postage stamp.
The U.S. Postal Service made 5 million ballots available at post offices everywhere
last week. Another 4.5 million ballots are included in the April 13th issue of People
magazine. The ballots display the two prototype designs.
Americans can vote as often as they wish until midnight, April 24th. The only catch
is that voting requires a 19 cent stamp in order to mail the ballot to Memphis, P.O. Box
Elvis. Initial polls show the slim, trim Elvis with a lead of about 4-10-1, however, some
insiders say supporters' of the caped, rhinestone-studded Elvis may be more likely not
only to vote, but to do so " early and often."

The office of the Treasurer released a statement last Wednesday, warning students
to clear any debts owed to the College by April 24. Students will be notified by mail
of any holds on their student accounts for debts, including library fmes.
According to the statement from Assistant Treasurer Tonja K. Rose, failure to clear
accounts by the deadline "will jeopardize pre-registration and transcripts will be held."
Any questions should directed to Student Accounts.
The statement also armounced that the Treasurer's office will be closed this
\Yednesday and Thursday, April 15th and 16th, for construction. Law librarian Marty
Rush said Marshall-Wythe students may pay library fines at the circulation desk.
The Marshall-Wythe School of Law ranks 31st of 175 ABA-accredited law schools
Annual Fund Drive a big success
according
to the 1992 poll conducted by U.S. News and World Report. The annual
The results of a successful Annual Fund Drive were announced Friday, April 10, at
an afternoon reception for third-year s tudents sponsored by the Alumni Association. study ranks laws schools on the basis of a series of weighted criteria including
According to Page Hayhurst, Assistant Director of Development and Alumni Affairs, selectivity in admission standards, success in graduate placement, institutional and
the campaign to date bas raised over $17,000. As of Friday, 94 students -over 55% academic resources, and the subjective assessment of law scbool deans, attorneys,
hiring partners and judges.
of the 3L class - made pledges to the Annual Fund.
Although Marshall-Wythe lankcd <UDoug the top 30 law ",,-hoob in Ino:>t catcgoric3,
Former Associate Dean for Alumni Affairs Deoorah Vic1\. was on hand at the
it
fmished
87th in the "Faculty Resources" category. Ratings in that category are based
reception. Vick noted the 55% contribution rate is much higher than rates found at
on
the
1991
-92 expenditures per student, the number of books and other resources in
other law schools. PSF presented Vick with a William & Mary Law sweatshirt for her
the law library per student and the current student/teacher ratio.
support of PSF during her tenure as Associate Dean.

M-W ranks 31st in U.S. News poll

Crazed chaperon contemplates killing kiddies in Kitty Hawk
By BRIAN WATKINS
Spring is a wonderful time of year.
Love is in the air, the sap is rising, and
young fertility doctors everywhere begin
to think about illicit artificial insemination. Spring is also well known as the
season for that great American rite of
passage, the elementary school field trip.
You remember, the trip to see "Madam
Butterfly"' where you really liked BetsySue (Joe-Bob) but were afraid of being
called girl (boy) crazy so instead you
talked about different types of excrement
and made fun of Earl Winkowintz who
picked his nose and had wax in his ears.
I note this because, as luck would have
it, my beautiful wife happens to be an
elementary school teacher who had a hankering to take her class on a field trip.
Nonnally, this would be okay except she
was dead-set on having me go along as a
chaperon. She thought it would be "cute".
Now, I was fully aware that the sap
would be the only thing rising in our
household if I overtly refused her request,
so I decided to be tactful .
"'Madam Butterfly' is pornographic
trash. Spell it backwards and you get
"Ylfrettub Madam" which means 'Happy
Hooker' in ancient Sumarian," I told her.
" \Vhat?"
"Its just that the trip will be hard on
little Earl Winkowintz, he's really a nice
child if you can get used to all the soot," I

explained.
"Who?"
"And with all that sap rising, some kid
might get trapped like a giant bug," I said,
as my desperation mounted.
"What the hell are you talking about?"
"And there's usually a lot of excrement
laying around, not to mention all the lovestruck fertility doctors inseminating all
over the place."
I thought that I had gotten her with that
last argument when, out of the blue, she
threatened to tell everybody we knew that
I had wax in my ears and picked my nose.
As usual, she had outwitted me.
That night, I guess as a subconscious
response to being snookered into going on
the field trip, I had one of the most horrifying dreams of my life. Jerry Brown
came to me in the form of a Guilda Baboon-the ones that you see on National
Geographic that have the rainbow colored
butts - and began speaking to me about
his ideas for a flat rate income tax. I
screamed and ran, but he was too quick for
me. He jumped on my back and began
screeching out his 1-800 number and his
views on the North American Free Trade
Agreement. .
After awaking in terror, I began thinking
of how I could apply all my valuable legal
training to belp broaden the horizons of
the little tykes. I thought back to one of
my fIISt~year experiences where a hapless

student was stupid enough to answer "who
cares?" to a professor's enlightened prodding. The professor drew himself up to
full height and mimicked, "WHO
CARES?" in a voice so terrifying that the
poor wretch instantly over-salivated and
began admitting to unspeakable acts with
farm animals. Yes sir, that would be the
guidance that I would show these children - the FIRM HAND that they so desperately needed.
When I got up, I found myself and my
fellow chaperon fighting over counter
space in our single bathroom. The ensuing fight ended when I called her a Guilda
Baboon and quicker than you can say 18oo-MOONBEAM, she whacked me on
the backside with some Nazi beauty appliance that she uses. Sure enough, when
I checked later, my rear did indeed exhibit
many shades of the rainbow, thus explaining why only the male baboon has
the technicolor butt.
Following that encounter, I was understandably pissed when I greeted my
young charges for the day.
"Now don't you go rolling around like
a bunch of crazed Guilda Baboon fertility
doctors, you might get caught up in sap,"
I said, hoping to tum my youthful audience
to jelly.
"Who cares!" they dared to answer.
I had them just where I wanted them.
Now to unleash the harsh discipline that I

had seen my professor bring to bear.
"WHO CARES?" I repeated, trying to
sound like a cross between Stallone and
the warden from "Cool Hand Luke" but
coming across as an Italian hick failing to
communicate.
"Yeah, we said who _·:-.l es. You've got
wa~ in your ears, don ' t you?" cried the
little waifs in unison.
I was flabbergasted. I had to recover
fast.
"Well I bet Jerry Brown does," was all
1 could manage.
"Him? He thinks a flat rate income tax
is a good idea," they said laughing.
With that, they instantly dropped to the
ground and began rolling around. I had
been beaten twice in one week by people
who hadn't even had legal-skills.
At that point I took great satisfaction in
the fact that we had taken our trip to KittyHawk, North Carolina, a place noted as
much for its venomous sand burrs as its
steady winds. One prick of their deadly
thorns and your butt swells up and changes
colors. The carnage was anything but
"cute".
On the way to the hospital, my wife and
1 sat in silence. At last, I couldn't resist
saying "I told you so." Through tears she
lashed out, saying that all men were baboon
excrement and that she always liked Earl
Winkowintz best anyway. Since third
grade, I've known she was boy crazy.
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A fond farewell to Amicus Sports Guru Mychal Schulz
By KEVIN KRONER
For two years now, the Marshall-Wythe
community has been blessed with the
somewhat fragmented prose of our revered Sports Guru, Mychal Schulz. As
Mychal prepares to leave us, we search
for a way to express our overwhelming
love for him, which is almost as boundless
as Mychal's love for himself.
To that end, the Amicus' staff has
compiled this column, written in the
Schulzian motif. It is dedicated, of course,
to Mychal Schulz.
***********
Crack investigative reporting revealed
the source behind Mychal's distinctive, if
not downright peculiar, first name. It
seems that although ?-.1r. Schulz's birth
certificate bears the imprimatur "Michael,"
our sultan of slam began the current
spelling sometime in the seventh grade.
Myke claims it was in tribute to college
hoop star Mychal Thompson. Myke's
seventh grade teacher, however, attributes .
the change to poor spelling skills, leading
to a special fondness for phonetics. As the
people who have edited his copy for the
last two years, we tend to agree with his
teacher
***********
Did anyone hear one of the many interviews with Duke center Christian
Laettner? We were struck by the remarkable similarities between his voice
and that of Mychal Schulz. Midwestern
correspondent Dave Ziemer went to
Myke's hometown of Whitefish Bed,
Wisconsin to ferret out any connection.
After contacting numerous sources,
Ziemer uncovered the following story:
During the late '60's, genetic experiments were conducted by the government
in an effort to produce tall, dumb, goofysounding males to play basketball for

inferior schools. Rumor in Whitefish Bed
has it that Myke, an early prototype from
the experiment, was actually created from
a mutant strain of DNA gone horribly
wrong. Laettner was the last model produced just before the experiment was discontinued-and all records hurriedly
obliterated-by the Nixon Administration.
***********
We wanted to gain some insight into
the source of Mychal's genius, so we
consulted noted psychologist Dr. Joyce
Brothers. Although Brothers was unable .
to actually talk with Myke, she has assembled a personality profile from some
of the notes we faxed to her.
Upon learning of Myke's performance
as an intramural referee, his reputation as
a hanging judge in the Bushrod Tournament, and the rumor that he was the only
member of the Church of Elvis intramural
football team who actually wanted to Vl"ID,
Brothers arrived at some startling conclusions. She hypothicizes that Myke
suffers from a narcissistic personality
disorder, acute Machiavellian syndrome,
sexual frustration, and a small case of
penis envy.
***********
Finally, Mychal originated the Koch
award, given as often as he felt like it to
honor hidden athletic talent Having tired
of this, we hereby bestow the Anti-Koch
award, which denies obvious athletic talent. The recipient of this left-handed
compliment is, of course, Mychal Schulz.
Myke's frequent appearances at the
Roc Center certainly help create his desired
image of "an athletic kind of guy ." Over
the years , he has struggled to develop a
distinctive, angular-some even say bizarre-basketball style, described by one
well-qualified observer as "total stiffness."

Mychal dominates the conversation in augahyde
Station #4 while his long-suffering girl friend, 2L
Stephanie Coleman, manages an amused grimace.

While this white guy can jump, it ain't a
pretty sight.
The College athletic community, however, knows Myke better as a referee. By
now, even the most primitive fraternity
member gets that special warm feeling at
the thought of being guided by Mychal
"G*@*#! Stupid M*$%*!F*J\@#!"
Schulz. Some law students still wish that

-Greg Brummett

he had allowed a certain property professor the chance to duke it out on the basketball court. But that's our Myke: Finn, yet
sensitive, and (of course) always right.
***********
On behalf of the entire M-W community, we would like to extend our best
wishes to Mychal . Goodbyes are forever,
Myke, so let ' s just say "Peace."

Haven't you always wanted to know your future?

Amicus staff predicts future for the M-W Class of 1992
One thing we've noticed about law school is that it's a
lot like high school. Most of the students in the graduating class drink: too much, rarely go to class, and can't wait
to get the hell out. With that in mind, the Amicus
resurrects a tired staple of high school annuals: Superla.
tives for the Oass of 1992.
THEM-W GRAD MOST LIKELY TO ...
Still be in the lobby next year: Kathy Frahm
Become a bouncer at Buck's: Jim Heiberg
Die without expressing an opinion: Robert Bryant
Come back and date a rising 3L: Ann Rogers
Be arrested for assault at a Little League game:
Greg Brummett
• Be held in contempt for chronic tardiness:
John Rogowski
• Host a Miss America pageant: Jesse Erwin
• Chronically overdress: Elizabeth Dopp
• Be accused of sexual harassment: Kate Atkins
• Be murdered by his colleagues: Chris Farris
• Completely disappear: EDen Chapin
• Get time off for good behavior: Rustin Polk
• Show up at the wrong bar exam: Eric Branscom
• Marry money: Natalie Guttennan
• Be forced to tolerate the ridiculous ideas of intellectual
inferiors: Eric Stahlfeld
• Fall asleep in court: John Brown
• Overrate his importance: Tom Jones
• Continue to show up at the Grad Thing: Steve Shebest
• Feign enthusiasm at .class reunions: Nancy Killien

•
•
•
•
•

• Become "Divorce Lawyer to the Stars": Kevin Walsh
• Annoy colleagues by referring to herself as a "Law
Goddess": Joanne Jones
• Be part of a major political scandal: Vanessa Elliott
• Become a "Good Ole Boy": Roland Carlton
• Be hounded by ex-wives: Brian Fusonie
• Kiss ass all the way to partner: Will DeVan
• Mysteriously appear at disaster sights: Tom Hanrahan
• Graduate without ever entering the library:
Carl Failmezger
• Cite Gilbert's on Property in a Supreme Court brief:
Steph Brodacz
• Be censured by the state bar for "guerilla tactics":
Jarrell Wright
• Miss eating out of vending machines: Jenny Click
• Bill more than 24 hours in a single day: Ann Kratz
• Sleep at the office: Pam Arluk
• Host a legal "infommercial": Rob Ulmer
• Be completely unrecognizablein 6 months:
Mary Thrower Wickham
• Cbange her name 3 times in the next 3 years:
Jane Taylor Sherman Arnold
• Pretend to have attended an h"y-League law school:
Brendan "Pookie" Shannon
• Refer to law school as "The best years of our lives ":
Keith Finch
• Shock peers during Beach \\reek: Mike Sproule
• Lose control and call a judge "Pinhead": Jason Dodd
• Hide Nutshells in his desk drawer: Rich Brooks
• Die in debt: Debbi Rauanheimo

• Annoy even "strict constructionists":
Christian ConneD
• Use the insanity defense to avoid an ethics charge:
Danny Jacobson
• Pbysically assault a witness during cross-examination:
Scott ''Scooter'' Zimmennan
• Steal credit from co-workers: Matt Pullen
• Become a "hanging judge" in Traffic Court:
Mychal Schulz
• Wear "I'm with Stupid" T-shirt while appearing for the
defense: Steve Schofield
• Make an argument stolen from LA. Law. Chris Olson
• Use a hand puppet to give closing arguments:
Steve Gerber
• Address a jury as "You guys ': John Edw'ards
• Credit success to "chutzpah ': Pete Liaskos
• Represent corporate scum: Larry Ostema
• Oaim to have uncovered a major government
conspiracy: Kathryn Hu
• Argue that dogs have constitutional rights:
Ruth Nathanson
• Become dictator of a small outh American country:
Sanjoy Bose
• Lose on People's Court: Dennis Buchholz
• Own two car phones: Neal Robinson
• Continue to spend more time on golf game than on law:
Darby Gibbs
• Leak information to the pre s: Natalia Del Canto
• Spontaneously combust due to righteous indignation:
·Jessica Lynch
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Ask Miss Demeanor
By MISS DEMEANOR
Greetings once again Happy Students!
With another school year drawing swiftly
to a close and graduation just a few weeks
away, there are many important etiquette
issues which students must keep in mind.
Most of you will have friends and family
members who will travel great distances
to celebrate the momentous occasion. For
most of you, this will be the fIrst time your
families will have an opportunity to see
the campus, meet the professors who have
been shaping your perspectives on the law
for these last three years, and generally
get an idea of where all their money has
gone.
Some students may feel the urge to
"escape" this milieu for a few hours of
partying alone with their friends by sending
their parents off on sightseeing tours or to
Busch Gardens. Such behavior is not only
improper, but blatantly selfish. Commencement weekend is as much for your
guests as it is for you, so please conduct
yourselves as gracious hosts and hostesses,
no matter how difficult the task seems.
Remember, these are the people who
supported you through all of the stress and
anxiety of law school and exams. They
patiently and silently suffered through
your first-year, when you bored them to
near-tears with stories about assumption
of the risk and the valuation of sterile
cattle. 1bey listened to your inane whining
about the threat of being called on, and
your complaints about obnoxious knowit-alls who took up too much class time.
Most importantly though, remember
that these are the people you will probably
have to go back and live with until you can
fInd a job: So please, remember to include
them in all of your plans for this speciaI
weekend. If you must party with your
peers, do so at Beach Week.
Well, with all of that said, lets take a
peek into this week's mailbag and answer
all of the Happy Students' etiquette queries:
Dear Miss Demeanor,
Now that Dean Sullivan has been
selected to be the president of William
and Mary, I can't decide how to address
him. I suppose that, for now, he is still
the Dean, so I can't call him ''Fonner
Dean Sullivan". He really isn't President yet, so I can't call him ''President
Sullivan". I'd call him ''President-Elect
Sullivan", b~t ~e was~'t really elected.

I don't think "President-Select" is really an acceptable tenn, and I can't say
it without sounding like I'm lisping.
I don't want to simply continue calling him "Dean Sullivan" because he
may think I'm overlooking his recent
promotion, and I certainly cannot call
him "Tim" or ''Sully''. I suppose that
"Your Majesty" would be flattering,
but that, too, seems somehow inappropriate. What should I do? Could
you please instruct me as to how proper
etiquette dictates that I address a person in this position?

musical tastes.
When I call people and their answering machine picks up, I would like
to think it is because they want me to
leave a message, not because they wish
to randomly torture unwitting callers
with bad perfonnance art. I simply
cannot understand how anyone could
be so self-centered as to honestly believe
it is proper to force their taste in "art"
on other people with no more discrimination than that employed by a
spring gun.
Rather than force myself to endure
two to three minutes of excruciating
signed:"At a loss for an Appellation" rap music followed by a ''pithy'' request
in order to leave a message, I find that
I>ear "Loss,"
I now automatically bang up when the
Proper etiquette dictates that you ad- machine picks up, and thus, the whole
dress a person according to the position purpose of having the machine in the
which they presently hold As long as Mr. rIrSt place is foiled. Is there some way
Sullivan continues to serve as Dean of the that I can let this person know that
law school, he should be addressed by that those who wish to telephone his roomtitle. When he takes over as president of mates have long since ceased to be
the College of William and Mary, he will amused, short of simply telling him to
then be addressed as President Sullivan. his face?
Your concern that he may feel slighted
signed:''Frustrated Phoner"
because you fail to mention his promotion
when you address him as Dean is most
likely unfounded. After all , the man has Dear "Frustrated,"
You just have. I agree with you comtwo full months before he assumes his
new position, and at some point even pletely. These machines are for the consomeone as arrogant Dean Williamson venience of the caller as much as the
would grow weary of the congratulations. person being called. Especially while in
However, while this is indeed what law school, answering machine messages
proper etiquette dictates, I have a certain that could conceivably be heard by anyfamiliarity with the person in question. In one at anytime-including prospective
formulating my response to your query, I employers-should remain short and
reflected on my years of personal professionaI.
knowledge of Mr. Sullivan and have
The practice of randomly torturing inconcluded that he would really prefer not nocent victims with bad music should be
to be addressed at all. You, too, may wish confmed to elevators, where it belongs.
to consider the advantages of this policy. This roommate is definitely egotistical,
short sighted, and severely lacking in social
Dear Miss Demeanor,
graces. Your letter says it all.
A friend of mine, who for two years
had a perfectly sufficient, quick, polite, Dear M.iss Demeanor,
and practical message on his telephone
I simply don't know where to turn! I
answering machine, has this year ac- am graduating this May (depending, of
quired a new roommate who apparently course, on Virginia Procedure) and my
has distinctly unusual and annoying whole family is coming down. My
ideas about the purpose of this par- problem is that I was unable to get
ticular piece of equipment. Rather than graduation tickets for all of them. If it
utilizing the machine as a modern rains and the ceremony is held at Phi
convenience that simply requests the Beta Kappa Hall, my parents won't be
caller leave a short message when the able to get in to watch.
party being called cannot be reached,
Assuming the monsoon season is in
his roommate believes that it is a full squall, as it usually is for graduation,
showcase for his quite questionable how can I tell my parents that they ' ve

driven all the way down here for
nothing? I've tried everywhere to get
two more tickets, but I just can't seem
to find anyone who' s not in a similar
predicament.
signed:''Stuck in the Rain"
Dear "Stuck,"
This is indeed a difficult situation.
While I should chastise you for not planning ahead, I realize that it is too late for
that now, and you have probably punished
yourself enough already. The solution to
your particular situation is a surprisingly
simple one, and has been used countless
times throughout the years by other Happy
Students at Marshall-Wythe.
If it should rain and the powers that be
decide to hold graduation indoors at Phi
Beta Kappa Hall , or in the vestibule between the lobby and the courtyard, all you
need do is give your parents completely
impossible, out-of-the-way directions to
the event. If you practice the proposed
route a few times yourself, you should be
able to time it so that they arrive just as the
ceremony is ending.
They will still get to see you and all
your classmates in caps and gowns but
won't have to sit through a bunch of
boring speeches. You must, of course,
apologize for the difficulty with your directions, though don' t allow this aspect of
the plan to cause you consternation. As
your apologies grow more profuse, you
parents will become more convinced that
they should blame themselves for being
unable to figure out the roads in Williamsburg.
In any event, your parents should arrive
at the ceremony in time to take you out to
an obscenely expensive dinner, and the
question of tickets need never even be
broached.

************
As this is the last issue of the Amicus
Curiae for the 1991-92 school year, Miss
Demeanor will not be accepting questions
until school resumes in the FaIL Please
hold all of your etiquette queries until
then.
Miss Demeanor would like to take this
opportunity to wish all of the Happy
Students in the graduating class congratulations and good luck on the Bar
exam and their new careers.

,
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Dancing about architecture

New Springsteen albums': Bruce your illusion I and II?
By KEVIN WALSH
Last Tuesday, with relatively
little hype, Bruce Springsteen
released two albums : HU11Uln
Touch and Lucky Town. Critics
have made much of the "differences" between the two albums,
but the songs on both stay relatively true to the Springsteen
aesthetic wtllch, with a few exceptions, hasn't changed drastically since 1975. The lack of
change, in this case, isn't a bad
thing.
When Springsteen released his
last album, Tunnel ofLove, in the
fall of 1987, I was studying
abroad, going through a bohemian, expatriate stage, tripping
drunk around London like I
owned it. While sticking mainly
to the mumbly, jangly progressive bands I thought made me a
rebel, I bought Tunnel of Love
and found it to be one of the bestcrafted, most harrowing, yet
emotionally satisfying albums I'd
heard that year. Let's just say
that it almost made me homesick
for New Jersey-quite a feat.
Almost five years later,
Springsteen comes oUl with two
new albwns, 24 new songs, nearly
100 minutes of new music.
Springsteen-divorced and remarried now with two kidsnow looks more like a guy who
almost sold me a fake ill in Times
Square once than the well-

vox:

scrubbed groom pictured on the
album cover of Tunnel of Love.
The songs show little progression beyond a handful with a
new lyrical focus on his "family
man" status.
The story of the two albums
supposedly goes something like
this: Having worked for almost
two years on Human Touch,
Springsteen decided he needed
one more song and took a couple
of weeks off from recording to
write it. During that time, he was
hit with a creative burst during
which he wrote-and, for the
most part, recorded-all 10 songs
on Lucky Town. More cynical
industry observers have noticed
that with these two albums,
Springsteen will be released from
his contract with Columbia at a
time when other big stars (The
Rolling Stones, Michael and
Janet Jackson, Aerosmith) are
getting huge new contracts .
Human Touch, the title track
from the album, backed with
Belter Days, from Lucky Town,
were the first two songs to be
released. The two songs differ in
the same \\ravs that the two aJbums differ. - Human Touch is
more polished, more complex
and more like Tunnel of Love.
Better Days is rawer, more direct
and has more in common with
Springsteen 's earlier work.
Both songs turn on similar

lyrical lines: Human Touch: "So
you've been broken and you been
hurt! Show me somebody who
ain't." Beaer Days: "Every fool's
got a reason for feelin ' sorry for
himselfl And turning his heart to
stone .. These are better days."
But they share little else.
The albums are obviously a
little harder to grasp than the
cassette singles. To throw off the
veil of critical invincibility for a
second, I'll admit that I've listened to each of these albums
probably five times in the last
week and I still feel like I'm
barely scratching the surface.
From what I can tell, HU11Uln
Touch seems to be more concerned with self-doubt and romantic confusion, where Better
Days is more about romantic
redemption.
Of the two, Lucky Town offers
the less intimidating surface to
scratch. Highlights include a trio
of songs about the saving powers
of love: Leap of Faith, If I SIU)u/d
Fall Behind, and Lud.y TowlI;
and a trio of "family life" songs:
Book of Dreams (a genuinely
moving portrai t of his wedding
day and his wife), Souls oj the
Departed (in which Springsteen
recounts the school yard shooting
of a seven year-old kid and then
sings "Tonight, as I tuck my own
son in bed! All I can think of is
what if it would've been him

instead") and Living Proof
Local Hero sounds like the
Springsteen doing John
Mellencamp's Small Town, but,
despite thematic similarities,
Mellencamp could never come
up with a line as incisive as
"These days I'm feeling all right
I Except I can' t tell my courage
from my desperation" . Perhaps
because he had less time to think
it over, Lucky Town is a truly
affecting, emotional album that
still manages to beJun.
HU11Uln Touch is a bit more
daunting proposition. Sometimes
it sounds like updates of the kinds
of songs he put on old albums :

Gloria's Eyes, (Darkness On
The Edge of Town), 57 Channels (And Nothill' all) (N ebraska), and All or Norron' At All
(Born In The USA). Some songs
come off as homages to soul
songs, such as Soul Driver or I
Wish I Were Blind, or to musical
icons, such as Roy Orbison in the
song Mall's Job, or Woody
Guthrie in the album-closer Pony
Boy. So it's harder to get a handle
on this album.
But close Jistening is rewarded. For instance, on Man's
Job Sam Moore (of Sam and
Dave) sings back-up vocals and
it's amazing to hear how much
Moore's vocal style clearly influenced Springsteen's. At the
same time, Springsteen is not

over-powered by the original
Soul Man and, in fact, more than
holds his own.
Springsteen has maintained
his distinctive style by flyingat times-in the face of fashion.
There are no funky drummer
beats on this album. At the same
time, this kind of integrity and
this high quality craftsmanship
is really, really hard to find. Ignore it at your own risk.

************
Well, that's my last column.
Since I've successfully lead the
campaign to turn his last name
into an over-used adjecti ve, I
might as well end my column on
a quasi-sentimental note, like
Mychal Schulz did. I've had
something in every issue of the
Amicus Curiae (save one) and
I'll miss it.
Phil 'ugent seems like the
right guy to take over the reins,
even though I've never heard a
Mekons song in my life. Thanks
also to Martin Mull wbo gave me
the column's title and should get
credit again: Writing about music is like dancing about archi tecture. To everyone who reads
this (all three of you-and I know
who you are!), to everyone who
pretended like they read the column, to everyone I stole ideas
and lines from, and to e\'eryone
who let me go through this public therapy: Thanks.

A contemporary answer to Jong's zipless sex?

By BOB DICKINSON
dubbed tape.' And she explained why.
VOX by Nicholson Baker
She said it's because you ve got more
Random House, 166 pages , $15.
layers-you ' ve got the graphic stuff goVOX is a 166 page transc.ript of a tele- ing on, but you've got mouths saying
phone conversation. This doesn't sound Italian sex words or French sex words,
like much of a "ehicle for a novel, but for and tllen American actors going ooh and
Nicholson Baker, it is expansive. His first ab, and usually the American actors who
novel, Mez;.aJline, took place in the mind do the dubbing are somewhat better than
of the narrator as he rides an escalator the American actors who've got to both
during his lunch hour jaunt to buy shoe- have sex alld act." Abby on the other hand
laces.
prefers reading Yictorian pomography to
In VOX, Jim and Abby meet on a "party the visual stimulus of sex films.
line." They then retire to carryon their
Jim is obsessed with women masturown private comersation, consisting of bating . He finds talking with Abby to be
shared stories of their sexual exploits and a "mirac.ulous once-in-a-lifetime thing,
fantasies, and the creation of fantasies for because you are smart and funny and
each other, climaxing in, well, mutual aroused and delightful...Y ou have a
climax. lbese vignettes are strung together complicated response to things, and, I
with impersonal details from each other's mean, an orgasm in a complicated mind is
lives.
always more interesting than one in a
The sexual descriptions are explicit, simple mind... An orgasm in an intelligent
too much so for reproduction here. Suf- woman is like a volcano in a mountain
fice it to say you will never look at paint with a city built on the slope- you feel the
rollers or fringed blankets the same way alternative opportunity cost of her oragain. However, this is more than a "best gasm."
VOX has been on the New Yoik Times
of' Penthouse Forum.
Jim is an aficionado of X-rated video. best-seller list since its publication in
In one of his anecdotes, there is a discourse February. How to explain? Did Baker set
on such movies: "She said, 'Let me make out to write a best seller, knowing that sex
a suggestion. A dubbed tape. A foreign sells? Is VOX pornography clothed in the

aura of literature, a "Forum" that one can
check out of the library without hiding it
in a brown paper bag?
In his reVRew for Time magazine
(February 3, 1992), Richard Stengel
contrasts VOX with Erica Jong' s "lipless"
sex, which is a voiceless, purely genital

encounter. If lipless sex was a response to
the sexual liberation of the seventies,
perhaps the telephone sex of VOX is the
result of the fear of physical conta t in the
post-AIDS nineties. The analogy to Jong's
work is apt, if only because of the on!rOvers)" surrounding both book .
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Beyond Pancake Row

Primo offers Italian flair in the '.Burg; avoid the "M" twins
ByMlKEAND
LISA LAWRENCE
In this, our final article for the Amicus
(one can almost hear the joyful reaction
from the multitudes), we would like to
reflect for a moment on what we have
accomplished during lisa's three years of
law school.
First and foremost, we have managed
to spend three years living together without
either of us having a clue what one might
do with the double broiler we received as
a wedding present. We have also learned
that you can write a newspaper article
amazingly close to the date that printed
copies appear in the lobby and that Amicus
editors exhibit interesting behavior under
stress.
Finally, we have discovered that the
quality of service improves markedly if
you take notes in a little note pad at a
restaurant. It also help if you make a
great show of being surreptitious and
awkwardly conceal those notes whenever
the waiter approaches. At the good places,
they assume you are a reviewer and treat
you better. At the bad places, they assume
you are a health inspector and tre'!t you

much better. Unfortunately, we have not
been able to collect aily bribes with this
tactic.
This review focuses on Italian restaurants, which we thought to be a fairly
homogenous group. We were mistaken.
The newest entry in the 'burg's Italian
scene is Ristorante Primo, which is a very
upscale Italian spot. The other eateries
provide the more traditional Italian lowcost, high-mass meals.
Ristorante Primo is located on
Jamestown Road,just past the Polo Club.
The proprietress claims to have fed the
Supreme Court when they were in town.
While the record does not indicate if the
Supremes were pleased with their meal ,
we were quite favorably impressed. The
Italian arias from operatic works were a
bit much, but the atmosphere was elegant
and service attentive.
Though the meals were pricey, ranging
from $10-$17 per entree, with a small
wine list featuring some nice Italian wines
in the $}O-$20 range, the quality of the
food was extraordinary. They had several
interesting special and every meal was
served with salad and a side dish of pasta

with either garlic butter and oil drizzled
over it or in a classic marinara sauce. The
pasta was so fresh and tender it just melted
in our mouths.
There really is no competition in town
in the Italian category, but Ristorante
Primo is an excellent choice even when
compared to their real competitors (The
Trellis, Le Yaca, The Colony Room,
Berrel's). When parents and relatives
come to town for graduation, Ristorante
Primo will provide a good dining experience.
As far as the low-cost options go, there
are several places scattered along Richmond Road After a few bad experiences,
we didn' t have the heart to try Giovanni's,
which calls itself an all-you-can-eat Italian-Greek restaurant. Quite frankly, that
is just too weird to eat. They are also in the
heart of the touron zone.
We did try Marinos and MiIanos - the
principle difference between the two is a
few letters - and also the old College
standby Sal's. Of the three, Sal's is the
only place that offers the traditional Italian dining experience of large portions
and good food served at excellent prices.

It also feels a little more like a real Italian
place, with statues on the wall in little Zbrick shrines.
Sal 's has famous Italian pizza, calzoni,
stromboli and a handful of basic pasta
dishes. Everything is served in generous
portions and everything is very tasty. Sal
himself came out to check on us and then
went back to yell something in Italian at
the chef. For good food in an informal
atmosphere, Sal 's is a nice choice.
Marinos and Milanos are so nearly
identical that they need not be distinguished. Both are on Richmond Road,
with Marinos closer to the College and
MiIanos further down the street, and both
advertise for each other as weIl as the
Seafare - our favorite restaurant. Not'
We can only assume some sort of collusion between the establishments, probably
aimed at milking tourist dollars .
Both have the same lame salad bar and
the all-you-can-eat spaghetti concept The
entrees are pricier than Sal 's and the pasta
is more chew y. Service was poor, even
with our little note pad, and rug rats abound.
Everyone will be better off to leave these
twins to the tourists.

-""--

A married man 's guide to summer epics and sequels
By R.L. CLAY .
There are two words for this summer,
sequel and epic. equel , because Hollywood is greedy and, as we all know,
they'll continue to go to the weLl till it
stops producing buckets of money. Epic,
because Dances With Wolves showed the
powers in filmdom that the viewing public
did in fact have an attention span of more
than I hour and 42 minutes , so now everyone wants at least 2 hours plus, whether
the subject is deserving of the time or not.
In any case, summer is beginning to
shine upon us all and the following is what
you have to look forward to on dates and
rainy days:
FAR AND AWAY: The married Tom
Cruise and Nicole Kidman team up again
(hope it's better than their last time together, in Days a/Thunder) in this epic.

The story follows the romance of a weHto-do (snobbish) young woman and a
wrong-side-of -the-tracks young man .
Sounds boring to me, but I'm married and
Tom Cruise is in this movie, so I'll be
seeing it I'm glad he had such good taste
in wives.
AUENS III: In this sequel, Sigourney
Weaver reprises her role as a female
Rambo who fights creatures from outer
space. Boy, what a premise. However,
Aliens II was tremendous and actually
improved on the original. What are the
chances of that happening again?
LETHAL WEAPON III: ow this is a
sequel that's worth making. Danny
Glover, Mel Gibson and Joe Pesci all
return from Lethal Weapon Il. Both of the
previous LWs were exciting and humorous, and there's no reason to project this

one as being anything else. Besides, Mel
Gibson is in this movie, and I'm married
so I'll definitely be seeing this one.
A CRY FROM HOPE CITY: Patrick
Swayze is a doctor who goes to India to
help the needy in this epic, slated for
release soon. This is a movie those who
work for or donate to PSF (or ear tofu)
should enjoy, so save me a seat. As
always the lesson becomes, those who
provide help to others enrich themselves.
BATMAN 1/: A sequel to the dreary,
comic-inspired movie of a few summers
ago. Michael Keaton reprises his role,
with Michele Pfeiffer and Danny DeVito
portraying Catwoman and the Penguin. I
thought Catwoman was hot in the T. V.
series, so this should be interesting. My
wife didn't enjoy the original, but Michele
is in the sequel, so she'Ll be seeing it.

THE PLAYER: Not an epic or a sequel,
reason enough to see this one' Tim
Robbins, Gretta Sadri, Whoppi Goldberg
and Fred Ward star in this film which
lampoons HoIlywood. Advance word is
that there are dozens of cameos by the rich
and famous . If Player runs longer than 2
hours I'm leaving. There are onl y so
many epics a person can see. in one summer.
Correction: an issue or two ago I reported that Harrison Ford was selected to
be the next James Bond. NOT! Mel
Gibson is the chosen one. The analysis
remains the same however: Pierce Brosnan
would have been the best choice.
Remember, there will be movies all
winter long too, but sunny 80 degree days
are only around for a limited time so take
advantage of them. Happy Viewing!!
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BRAIN FOOD!?
We have it and it really works!
Next to Sal's Pizza
Williamsburg Shopping Ctr.
Open 10-5:30 / Mon- Thurs / 10-6 Fri-Sat /
Closed Sun.
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Group ends year with total of $28,500

Pledge drive raises $14,500 for public interest funding
By KEVIN KRONER and
HEATHER SUE RAMSEY
Marshall- Wythe's Pu bli c
Service Fund (PSF) ended its
annual pledge drive with a total
of $14,500, roughl y the same
total as was raised last year.
Throughout the week of March
30th, PSF held a variety of activities to raise funds for students
working in public interest jobs,
asking students wi th summer
employment to contribute one
day's salary and those without
confmned plans to give what they
could afford.
The total includes pledges
from current 3Ls, which are
payable over the next three years.
Hedges payable over the coming
year total over $11,000. PSF c0chair Elizabeth Dopp said the
totals are roughly the same as
last year's fund drive.
PSF offered a free salmon
colored T-shirt to anyone contributing more than $50, and the
class with the greatest participation received free admission to
the annual Chili Cook-Off, held
at the Grad Thing. The secondyears had a 37.4% participation
rate-compared to 25% for first
years and 24% for third yearsthus winning the competition.
Those in attendance sampled 15
varieties of chili and enjoyed an
lu·.on~tic perfonnance by Chris
Smilh (2L), Lynn McHale (2L),
Ann Rogers (3L), and Gregg

Schwind (2L).
Faculty and administration
members contributed generously
this year, with their participation
rate beating that of any indi\'idual
class. The faculty/administration
rate of 40.4% more than doubled
last years' 16% participation.
PSF co-chair Bizabeth Dopp
said the group took a more aggressive approach in soliciting
faculty donations this year, but
said much of the credit for the
increased participation should go
to Dean Kaplan and professors
Levy and Barnard. The three
wrote a memorandum praising
the virtues of PSF and urging all
members of the faculty and administration to give to the fund
drive. Dopp said she was pleased
at the increase and hoped it would
continue next year. She also
expressed gratitude to those
faculty members who sat in the
lobby during the pledge drive
and solicited donations.
PSF also sponsored a less
formal competition among the
classes for contributions to
change jars in the lobby. Each
class earned points for nickels,
dimes and quarters, and lost
points for pennies. Thanks in
large part to rivalry between the
second- and third-year c1asseswhose members were frequently
seen 10adill1! their competitors'
jar.; wilh pennies-the lUS\-)'ear3
won the change competition.

Tom Hanrahan (3L) and Andy Basham (2L) share a loving cup of the hot stuff
at PSF's annual chili cookoff at the Grad Thing.
One of the first events was
PSF the Williamsburg Comedy
Club teaffiing up to raise money
by selling admission tickets to a
special show at the Comedy Oub
on Thursday, April 2nd. Although ticket prices were the
same as the regular cover charge,
the Comedy Club donated three
dollars from each ticket sold to
the PSF coffers.
The week's results capped
PSF's highest fund-raising year
ever, with a total of over $28,500
raised during this school year
through a variety of activities .

Dopp said the amount is about
$5,000 more than last year's

grand total. She noted that fInancial support for PSF among the
student body is incredibly high
and said "[the PSF board] is
incredibly appreciative of whatever support we do get."
Speaking for the Board, Dopp
also expressed special appreciation to Deans Sullivan and Vick,
both of whom will leave the law
school at the end of the semester.
Dopp noted that Sullivan was
instrumental in PSF's origins, and
both have always been enthusi-

-Bobby Carll

astic supporters of the group.
According to Dopp the fund
drive puts PSF in an excellent
position for next year's fundraising efforts. Although in the
past only about 70-70% of the
students have actually paid their
pledges, this year marked the
introduction of a computer system used to track donors and
their payments, allowing the
group to send written reminders
during the year. Dopp said that
this year, with the new system,
100% of the 2Ls, and 92% of the
3Ls, have paid their pledges.

How to register for the classes that you really want to take
find, before turning out the lights and
By HEATHER SUE RAMSEY
Before you registered for classes last locking the door behind him. The key to
week, did you notice that most of the spending the night is not letting him fwd
courses listed in the glossy Marshall- you. I've listed below ten.helpful hints to
Wythe handbook the admissions office a successful overnight stay.
distributed to prospective students aren' t
being offered next semester? Or next 1. Arrange with others trying to hide for
year?· Short of transferring to another law anyone not found to let everyone else
school or possibly making a $250,000 back into the building when the rent-adonation to the Dean's discretionary fund, cop leaves, and have someone to sit in the
you'll probably never see some of those lobby and call everyone else when the cop
starts his rounds.
classes taught during your three years.
Or perhaps it doesn't matter if the class
you really wanted was being offered, be- 2. Never try to hide in the same room with
cause you were in the fourth group and another person because anyplace big
everyone else wanted that class too? You enough to hide two people is too easy for
can give up all hope of taking that class, or the rent-a-cop to search.
you can do what several law students did
last week, camp out overnight to be among 3. Hide near a phone and give everyone
else in the building the phone number:
the first to register.
Folklore records a long and sordid his- anyone found can leave the building, and
tory on the ritual of camping out on regis- call you from the phone by the courthouse
tration night. Before the administration when the rent-a-cop to leaves , so you
really cared about security, students would won' t have to stay hidden all night.
bring radios, food and malted alcoholic
beverages to the building the night before 4. .1ake sure the phone works, someone
registration morning and have an all-night learned this lesson the hard way Tuesday
party. Sadly those days are gone: students night.
bent on registering early have to forego
loud parties in the lobby. But that doesn't 5. After the cop leaves, don ' t be noisy
mean camping out has become dull, just hanging out in the lobby because .the cop
may come back. Room 119 is a great
different.
One important difference is that spend- place to camp because there are no outside
ing the night is against the rules. This \';;ndows.
means a William and Mary rent-a-cop
goes through the building a little after 6. Merely hiding behind a closed door
2:00 a.m. and clears out everyone he can doesn't work, you need to hide behind or

under furniture in a locked, dark place.
Don't try hiding in the law review or
Amicus offIce, he always checks them.
7. Try hiding under a desk, if/when the
cop checks the area, he may not stoop to
look under desks because no one would
be fool enough to hide there.
8. The phone booth near the circulation
desk is a great place, as are typing carrels.

9. Hang out in the lobby while he checks
one floor of the library, then scoot onto
that floor when he moves to another one.
He rarely checks the same place twice.
10. Oean up after yourselves before Liz
Jackson gets here in the morning. She
can't be blind enough to think people
don't camp out, and if students irritate her
too much, she rnight fwd an effective way
to prevent it.

ortrait Studio
Tuesdays, and now SATURDAYS,
are W&M Special Days
Bring your film in for processing and
receive either FREE film or Free double
prints! !
With our new PORTRAIT STUDIO open, you can be sure
that your class pictures look GREAT!!
Make an appointment TODAY
~ - PASSPORT PHOTOS IN MINUTES
Great for a
too!

A
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Events Calendar

Thursday, April 23
* BAl~DS :
Rare Daze - Green Leafe
Acoustic Junction-Flood Zone (Richmond)
White Trash -Bayou (DC)
Head Stone Circus - Twister's (Richmond)

Monday, April 13
* BAND :
Acoustic ight with Dan & Doug - Green Leafe
Ditches - Twister's (Richmond)
Clovers, Drifters, and Orioles - Bayou (DC)
Tuesday, April 14
* \fIR:\CLE: Scheduled date for turn-on of law school air conditioning.
* BANDS:
Vision X - Green Leafe
King Fish - Kabootz (Richmond)
Real People-9:30 Club (DC)
Brittny Fo. -Bayou (DC)
Wednesday, April 15
REGAUA: Distribution in lobby 11:00-1:00
* MlLIT ARY: Colonel Hagan will discuss the legal aspects of Operation Desert
torm, 3:.+5 in Room 239.
* TAX£<): Get 'em postmarked today, or else.
* A+: Blood Drive, W&M Hall, 1:00-7:00.
* . fO IE: Henry V with Kenneth Branagh, Bill Shakespeare as the spinmeister,
Washington 201,7:30 pm.
* OOPS: The Titanic hits bottom.
* BANDS:
Yams from Outer Space - Twister's (Richmond)
Fred egas - Kabootz (Richmond)
Digital Underground-9:30 Club (OC)
Night Hogs - Bayou (DC)

Friday, April 24
* FIl\TES: Deadline for clearing library flnes to preserve registration, Circulation
Desk, M-\V Library.
* BANDS:
Bonesbakers-Paul's
Samples - Bayou (DC)
The Ramones - Boathouse ( orfoIk)
RTZ - Kabootz (Richmond)
Fudge - Twister's (Richmond)

*

Thursday, April 16
* REGAUA: Distribution in lobby 11:00-1:00.
* PL NGER: Platinum Plunger presentations, lobby, 12:30.
* S RVEY: Please complete and return OCPP employment survey.
* MOO : Full Moon.
* THEATRE: "Wake of Jamey Foster" opens, PBK, 8: 15.
* BAND:
Johnny Quest-Peppermint Beach Club ( a Beach)
Boozoo Cbavi - Flood Zone (Richmond)
Sumcthing SOi1lIgt' (OHf(cful Dt=d night) -

Saturday, April 25
* BA DS:
Four Horsemen-Bayou (DC)
Sunday, April 26
* BANDS:
Buffalo Tom - Flood Zone (Richmond)
Eccentrics - Bayou (DC)
Monday, April 27
* BANDS:
Tesla and Firehouse-Roanoke Civic Center
Bela Fleck and the Fleck Tones- Trax (Charlottesville)
White Zombie-9:30 Club (DC)
Baby Jane-Bayou (DC)
Tuesday, April 28
* BA, D :
Blur-9:30 Club (DC)
Mer! Saunders & Rainforest Band-Flood Zone (Richmond)
Wednesday, April 29
BANDS:
Bruce Hornsby & the Richmond Symphony-Richmond Mosque

*

hfcrl Saunders & the Rainfores t Band - Trax

Twister's (Ridllnond)

ptown Rhythm Kings - Bayou (DC)
Friday, April 17
* RELIGION: Good Friday.
* RELIGION: Passover begins at sunset.
* OOPS: Bay of Pigs invasion, 1961.
* BANDS:
Boy 0 Boy-Kabootz (Richmond)
Howard Jones-Bayou (DC)
Stairway to Heaven-Peppermint Beach Club (Va Beach)
Tesla and Fire House-Norfolk Scope
Flaming Cicadas-Flood Zone (Richmond)
Saturday, April 18
* BANDS :
BS&M-Kabootz (Richmond)
irginia and the Blue Dots - Twister's (Richmond)
Tesla and Firehouse-State Fairgrounds (Richmond)
Buffalo Tom-9:30 Club (DC)
Everything-Bayou (DC)
Back in Black - Peppermint Beach Club ( a Beach)
Dave Matthews Band -Flood Zone (Richmond)
Sunday, April 19
* RELIGION: Easter Sunday.
* BA DS:
Glue - Green Leafe
Rare Daze-Peppermint Beach Club (Va Beach)
Genesis-RFK Stadium (DC)
Cage, Kalebra, and Haz Mat - Bayou (DC)
Monday, April 20
* WEEK: National Lingerie \Veek begins.
* EGGS: White House Easter Egg Roll for kids 8 and under.
* EXAMS: Spring Exams Begin.
* TICKErS: Graduation event ticket sales 3:30-4:30
* BA.!.~DS :
\1ike Lille-Green Leafe
Cranes - 9:30 Club (DC)
teve Forbert - Flood Zone (Richmond)
Vomit Lounge - Twister's (Richmond)
Little Village- George Mason
Wednesday. April 22
F1L\1: The Return ojJ1artin Guerre ,,,itb Gerard Depardieu, Washington 201,7:00.
BMD :
Dark Days - Twister's (Richmond)

*
*
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Baluga Whale - Kahootz (Richmond)
Thursday, April 30
BA DS:
Bruce Hornsby & the Richmond Symphony-Richmond Mosque

*

Friday, May 1
* TICKETS : Last day of graduation event ticket sales, 11:30-12:30.
* BANDS:
BS&M-Paul's
Jazz Butcher- 9:30 Club (DC)
Bill Monroe-Flood Zone (Richmond)
Saturday, May 2
* GIFTS: Last day of operation for the PSF Gift Shop, 12:00-1:00, get those shirts,
sweats, and mugs while the getting is good.
* DRUDGERY: Law Review write-on competition begins.
* BA DS:
Young Gods-9:30Club (OC)
New Potato Caboose-Bayou (DC)
Sunday, May 3
* T A NING: Escape the 'burg, and head to Nag's Head. Beach Week officially
begins.
* RELIEF: Half of the write-on candidates give up.
Wednesday, May 6
PARTY: Kickoff Party at Kelly's Bar, Nag's Head, featuring In Dispute.

*

Thursday, May 7
* BEER: Tentative date for Beach Olympics in Nag's Head.
Saturday, May 9
* FOOD: Law School Barbecue, 12:00-3:00.
* BEVER:\GES: The Last Law Thing, Tusks, York Street, 10:00-1:30.
* BA, DS :
l\eils Locbran - Kabootz (Richmond)
Sunday, May 10
* GRAD 'ATION: Main Ceremony, 1:00, W &M Hall, line up at 12: 15.
* DEGREES: Law School Ceremony featuring faux diplomas, 3:-15, Zable Stadium
if sunny, PBK if raining, line up at 3:30.
* RECEPTION: Receive real diplomas, Law SchooL
Wednesday, May 27

.* EbtC...\TIO. AL \'ALlE Bar revIew courses begin in fue 'hurg. · - . -' .

Sports
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---- M -W softball team
takes consolation prize
By ERIC CHASSE
The Marshall-Wythe softball
juggernaut overcame a rough beginning to capture the champi onship in the consola~on bracket
. of the Eighth Annual University
of \-irginia Law School Softball
Tournament April 3 and 4- in
Charlottes\-ille_ Sa t urd ay' s
e vents were e n tirely ont of
character and depressing. By
vi rtue of a teanl vote, they shall
never, never be mentioned again.
Five straight victories on
Sunday, however, gave :\1-W the
ti tle. The hitters began to hit, the
fielders began to field-for one
afternoon all was light \ 'ith the
\vorld. After the championship
game agains t the l-niversity of
Pennsyhania, the team was
awarded the fi rst pb'.e prize: two
ice packs -one nl t even used.
The coaching staff later voted
on the following individual
honors :
The Bad Karma Award was
unanimously given to Ken "K"
Golski, who spent his weekend
hitting scorching line drives into
the waiting, albeit later broken,
gloves of enemy infielders. Ken
was al so the victim of several
horrid calls by umpires . All this
added up to a batting average
that wouldn' t even get him arrested for drunk driving in most

states.
In all fairness, though, Ken
may have been the most important person on the squad. By
channelling all the bad vibes in
central Virginia to himself, he
paved the way for other team
members to hav e productive
weekends.
The O ld Man River Award
weIll to Pat "what do you mean
catchers have to catch the ballT
Connolly. In one at-bat against
Georgetown (sorry, Dave Dalke,
but your alma mater can't play
(his sport, ei ther). Pat knocked
over half the infield in a frantic
excursion around the bases . culminating in a ba.lTe! roll a ross
home plate that would make any
drunken sailor proud. Elapsed
time for this scoring jaunt was
slightly less than seH~n minute".
John "Cheetah" \Ic:\elis won
the Gold Gloverrin Foil Arm
Award. John caught everytl1ing
in the 80-+ area code. but only
because by the end of the weekend his arm was so sore he Imew
he could never throw anyone out
on the bases anyway.
The Mos t In t i mi da ting
Award was eiven to Jinlmy "Bad
Attitude" Entas, largely because
the coaches were afraid 110/ to
give it to him . Jimmy ' s aweinspiring throws scared oppos-

First place finishers in the Consolation bracket at t -Ya's annual
-Bobby Carll
tournament. Ba k row, left to right: .Toe English (2L), Bobby Carll (3L),
Rich Hricik (2L), Eric eb.as e ('21,) , Ken Golski (2L), Pat Connolly (2L), Bill
Fitzpatrick (2L), J hn \1c:\elis (3L). Front Row: Ronnie Clay (_L), Jimmy
Entas (_L), Brian Titus (2L). 2cott Lesm s (2L) no t pictured.
ing players. teammates, and fans
alike. l-Iis hitting was tlle tuff of
w hich legends are made. Particularly impres ive was a long
home nm into gale for e winds
against the patsies from W&L.
Manager of the Year was
give n by acclimation to Eric
"Coach" Chasse, who spent mo"t
of the weekend sounding like
Monica Seles (or w as it M aJrk
\ -mm ?) on throws from the hole
a t shortstop. Such brilliant
managerial maneuvers as bring-

ing Ronnie -'Hands C Gay in t
tile infield and plat ning Brian
" ~B, or not 2B" T itus and Bill "I
don't sn re" Fitzpatrick wer~n't
really his ideas. but hey . ornebody has to take credit for them.
The Offensive Player of the
Tourna men t wa won by Joe
"Bad" Engli h, on the strength of

down a few pit hers at night.
Finally, the team ' s Most
Valuable Player A ward was
Yot d to Rich "\1y thumb feels
fine but now m.· as hm" l-I1i ik.
Ri h overcam e lou y defense,
worse umpires, and an as ortment
of injuries to pitch brilliantly in
the face of intense pre sllre. In-

his. .s::\R ru.ning " v£'r"g£' an d 10

si ders say the o nl y reason Rich

nms scored. Joe was the catalyst
of the team in every sense of the
word. He chewed up opposing
pitchers by day, and also knocked

pi tched so well was hi s fear of
letting Bobby H\foon Beam "
Carll any where even close to the
pitching mound.

The World Almanac ®Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Domestic

4
8
12
13
14
15
17
18
19

21
22
25

27

animal
Assist
Clutched
Sup
Vegetable
sprea d
- - ab out
Printe r' s
machine
- Alto,
Cali f ornia
Ph otograph
Underground
la borers ' org.
So ft hat
Grows old
Noun suffix
Singer Rudy

30 Kind of
power

33 Author Umberto 34 TV ' s talking
horse
(2 wds.)
36 Divorce
capital
37 Decipher
39 Badly
41 Sgt.
42 Decorative
44 Large
arteries

Answer t o Previous Puzzle

46 Sign at full
47
48

50
52

56
58
61
62
63

64
65
66

~~-

house (abbr.)
Mask
Residue
Self
Take a
chance
Cure
A European
Hideous giant
Future
LL.Bs.' exam
Ai rline info
- Ono
Architect Saarinen
Even (poet.)

DOWN

20 Damp
23 Jewel
24 Uncanny

1 Skinny fishes
2 Cart
3 Lab burner
4 Sultry
5 Bridge expert ·
6

7
8
9
10
11
16

Culbertson
Hare constellation
Sonnet, e.g.
Short flight
Passing (of
law)
Girl of song
Fall suddenly
October
birthstone

26 Neither's
follower
27 - Beach ,
Fla.
28 Maple genus
29 Illegal
moneylender
(2 wds.)

30 21

(e) 1992 by NEA, Inc _

Stevenson
31 Ancient
Peruvian
32 Makes
pigeon
sounds
3~ ,C,lty_train

~~~~~

38 Women 's patriotic soc.
40 Hebrew letter
43 Shoe part
45 Warm colors
47 Domicile
48 Ship - !

49 - lily
5 1 Fermenting
agent

53 To shelter
54 Price
55 Autho r
Hunter

57 Zodiac sign
59 Long fish
60 Ear (comb_
form)
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Chasse's guide to Major League viewing enjoYDlent
By E RIC CHASSE
Alright, alright-first things first.
Congratulations to the Dookies for their
successful NCA. A.. title defense. They
were truly the best team in the land. They
were so good, in fact, that they could well
qualify for the NBA (No Bouncing Association) in time for the June draft, in which
they could pick and thereby retain Christian "'Thug" Laettner.
This, of course, is the only way on
God's green earth that Duke would have
any chance at all of three-peating. Nonetheless, once again, hail to the victors .

************
And that, boys and girls, was one heaping serving of crow that your friendly
neighborhood sports guru just ate.

************
ow on to more pleasant subject :
THE A'\,f/C US 199_ BASEBALL PREVIEW
American League
Eastern Division:
1. Toronto: Just the right blend of veteran , though aging, talent and up and
coming superstars , the Blue Jays are perhaps the only team deep enough to be
almost injury-proof.
2. Boston: Frank Viola will help., but
unless he can steal bases and field all nine
positions at once it just won' t be enough.
3. Baltimore: The O 's can stay in this

race just as long as Sutcliffe, Mussina and
McDonald stay healthy.
-+. Milwaukee: BrewCrew fans won't
need all that much beer this season to
stomach their team as Robin Yount chases
(and passes) 3,000 hits.
5. Detroit: You hate to count Spark)' out,
but there's just not enough pitching to go
around Speaking of a-round, Cecil FieIder
is the one player in the bigs who should be
happy to hit his weight.
6. New York: Yankee pinstripes just
aren't what they used to be.
7. Cleveland: It's teams like the Indians
that make you wonder why there will be
expansion next year; there's obviously
not enough major league talent to go
around right now.
Western Division:
1. Chicago: After fleecing the Cubbies
for George Bell, this team is set to be
bridesmaids no more under new manager
Gene Lamont.
2. Texas: There will be more hitting in
Arlington this year-for both teamsthan in Joe English's favorite single' s bar.
3. Minnesota: The Champs won' t sneak
up on anyone this year, not with Kent
Hrbek starting the year on the DL. As of
yet , there is no word on negotiations to
sign Profes or LeBel to play first base.
-+. Kansas City: Even without
Saberhagen, the pitching is solid; with

Joyner, Jeffries et al the hitting keeps
them in contention through August.
5. Seattle: Kevin Mitchell is one in a
million, but Jackson, Burba and Swift are
three in a million: the Mariners overpaid.
6. Oakland: Say goodbye to the most
recent AL dynasty. After this season the
rebuilding begins and all these aging A's
move on to Denver and Miami.
7. California: Except for hitting, running and fielding, this is a solid team.
National League
Eastern Division:
1. New York: This is the new
"America's Team," espousing the tenets
of greed , disloyalty and winning at all
costs. And yes, Vic Miller, win they will.
2. Pittsburgh: Barry Bonds could keep
any team in the upper division; Doug
Drabek will keep them in contention.
3 . Chicago: For S7 million a year, Ryne
Sandberg should have to win the MVP
and a Gold Glove, sell tickets at the gate,
park cars at Wrigley Field, fix the WGN
satellite if it has problems, and sing the
. ationa! Anthem before each home game.
(Still wouldn't be enough, though)
-+. Philadelphia: I'd love to pick them
higher, but I have to reserve judgment
until Lenny D ykstra's injured \vrist is
diagnosed.
5. St. Louis: Speaking of injuries , Andres
Galaraga ' s might just be the best thing

that could have happened to the Cards .
6. M ontreal: Delino DeShields will develop into the best leadoff hitter in the NL
over the next few years, but the E"{pos will
still lose 90 games per season.
Western Division:
l. Cincinnati: Get ready for the second
coming of the Big Red Machine-with
pitching this time
2 Atlanta - The Braves contend because
of Gant, Justice and their starting three;
they don't win because of a shaky infield
and a questionable bullpen.
3. San Diego: Andy Benes could win the
Cy Young this year; Tony Gwynn hit .-+90
in spring training, but that's all they got.
·l Los Angeles: The Dodgers will bleed
blue allover Southern California. Highpriced temperamental talent can ' t make
up for pitching deficiencies.
5. San Francisco: Will Clark has the
world' s sweetest swing, but he can't pitch.
6. Houston: What do Pat Buchanan and
the Astros have in common? Chances are
good that neither will win anything in the
Astrodome this summer.

sponsored by the Kinesiology Students of
W &M. In a hotly contested race, the team
flnished 20 seconds ahead their nearest
competitor, completing the course in 1
hour, 6 minutes and 40 seconds.
YEAR END SUMMARY: Though MW only captured one title in the two major
teams sports, floor hockey and basketball,
its overall winning record and occasional
spanking of undergrad teams proves that
"law student" is not synonymous with
"unathletic dork."

Just Do II brought home the sole title
for the M-W basketball teams. Losers
brought home the gold in the wallyball
tournament despite their albatross of a
name. On the indi vidual side, kudos to the
following M-W champs: Bob "Nothing
But Net" Carll, for hittin' 'em from 3
point land; Allan "Half Nelson" Jacobson
for wrestling; Vanessa "Smash" Elliott
for squash; Chris "Carp" Smith, Matt
"Barracuda" Rea, and Christian "Aounder" Connell for swimming; the above

mentioned Michael "Darth" Vadner for
track and field; and last but not least ,
Kevin "Eight BallIn The Corner Pocket"
Kroner in the grueling sport of billiards.
And finally, thanks to the team captains and players who kept me up to date
on their teams, especially to team captains
Jason "Air" Davis and "Neon" Dion
Hayes.
The Putt-Putt tournament is allegedly
scheduled for April 23. Contact the Rec
Sports Taj Mabal for details. See ya.

1326 Jamestown Rd.
229-0550
Let Us Be Your Guide to Off Campus Living

THE MIDLANDS

• 2 and 3 Bedrooms
• $500 - $560/ month
• 2 Full Baths
• All AppUances
• Furniture Package~ Available
• Pool and Tennis Court
• Laundry F acilities

..

************
Well campers, there you have it-call
your bookies now . Always remember ,
and never forget: Life is like a hot bath:
the more you stay in it, the more wrinkled
you get.
Good-night Delino, wherever you are.

Sports activity winds down as exam anxiety heats up
By BILL MADIGAN
Unfortunately, there's not much to report in the world of sports this week for
two important, yet wholly inadequate,
reasons : 1) not much went on this week
because most of the major sports are already in the can, and 2) the rec center
people bagged out on me and didn't give
me any pulse-pounding results.
FLOOR HOCKEY: As of last week,
there were only two M-W teams still alive
in the playoffs: Particularly Offensive
and Dream Team. These two hockey
juggernauts met head-to-head in the
semifinals of the Co-Rec A division.
Dream Team found out the hard way that
their described the only place they could
beat hockey colossus, Particularly Offensive: in their dreams.
P.O. moved into the championship
game where they faced off against Wmded
Unable to break Winded, P.O. came up
short, dashing the hopes for a hockey
crown for M -W. However, Particularly
Offensive was the M-W team to go the
farthest in the playoffs. For reaching that
pinnacle, they receive the law school's
version of the Stanley Cup: a bronze PSF
mug. Just don't bring it in the library.
SOCC ER: Good luck to the M-W teams,
The LAW and Dream Team (the feet team
as opposed to the above-mentioned stick
wielding team), in the playoffs.
TRACK MEET: Congratulations to Iron
Mike Vadner who placed third in the shot
put with a heave of 37'5". Despite his
initial confusion of the shot put event with
events involving a shot glass, he was able
to "put" his way into the annals of M -W
sports history.
TRIATHALON: Kudos to 2Ls Ronnie
Gay, Peter Dutton and Christine Renda
who took first place Saturday in the mixed
division of the Karen Dudley TriAthi!ioii,"

...

• 2 and 3 Bedrooms
• $485 - $550/ month
• All AppUances
• Swimming Pool
• 1 1 / 2 Bath
• Washer and Dryer Hook-ups

Both complexes are less t han two (2) m iles from campus
and now within walking distance to local bus service.
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someone to teach the Contracts section
difficult part of the process was getting
BIG BUCKS, from page 1 lDldergraduates to lDlderstand the rationale
TIMSTER, from page 1 would be the "first order of business" for
the law school. Williamson expects that a
behind many of the line items, and the
According to Brinkley, in meetings with visiting professor will be hired to teach fort to form! a unified coalition for the differing needs of graduate students.
the Search Committee meetings the Board, the Contracts section next year so a more BSA hearings. According to Cartee, the
The BSA Finance Committee is comSullivan "articulated a vision that the thorough search for a permanent faculty new process made the BSA budget nego- posed of 3 undergraduates students, 2
Board feels is an appropriate direction member can be conducted during the tiations easi(!f because so much work was graduate students (including Cartee), 1
and vision for our university college."
academic year.
Williamson also said done beforehand.
member of the administration, and 1 facNoting that Sullivan and his wife, Anne, that although the administration has "not
SBA president Richard Brooks devised ulty member. Cartee said he was very
are both alumni of the College, Brinkley given much thought" to how to proceed in the new budget strategy in the hope that pleased with the results and was thankful
said the Dean expressed an "appreciation the wake of Sullivan's appointment, he SBA's efforts at streamlining the request for all of the hard work put in by the
of the William and Mary family, the tra- does not expect the search for a new dean would secwre a disbursement of the full Committee members.
ditions we know and love." Brinkley also to start before next fall.
The BSA budget will not be formally
amount sought. With BSA' s approval of
"\\'hatever we do will be well thought- all but $1,608 of this year's request, approved lDltil the final BSA meeting this
said Sullivan "has the passion to fulfill
out," said Williamson, who expects that a Brooks' plEln appears to have been suc- Wednesday. According to Cartee, there
that vision."
Although the Board's decision ends broad-based search committee with rep- cessful.
are two minor items yet to be resolved, but
months of uncertainty on the main cam- resentatives of "all interested groups in
According to Cartee, the approved neither of them affects the law school's
pus, Sullivan's departure presents new the law school community" will be formed budget was " ... the end result of all graduate budget Cartee and the new SBA officers
questions for Marshall-Wythe, concern- in the fall. With finals fast approaching, representatives' participation in BSA and will officially take office after the final
ing both his successor as Dean and, more and students preparing to depart for due to this active representation, I believe BSA meeting.
immediately, rIDding a professor to teach summer jobs, Williamson said it is not fellow undergraduate BSA reps achieved
Commenting on how the budget will
the Dean's first-year Contracts section feasible to form the committee now.
a greater awareness of the viability of impact next year' s finances, Cartee said
"We will be here in .the fall, and the graduate stlildents."
next semester.
the SBA's fiscal situation "looks good"
In an interview last Friday, Vice Dean trains will be running," Williamson said,
Cartee said the new procedure was not and he looks forward to a year without the
Richard Williamson said that "although but in alllikelibood Marshall-Wythe will a surprise to BSA, whose members had crushing budget deficit that plagued this
the dust hasn't settled yet" from be under the leadership of an "acting been informed earlier in the year that the year' s SBA. Incoming treasurer Jennie
Thursday's announcement, finding dean" next year.
graduate schools would be taking a new Johnson met with Cartee and treasurer
approach to the budget process. Cartee Stephanie Cangin last week to go over the
numerical ranking for Order of the Coif said that initially the Finance Committee SBA ' s accounting process .
SWITCH, from page 1 and students with a GPA of3.5 or above closely scrutinized each school's proposal.
Cartee praised Brooks and Cangin for
will also retain a numerical rank. AccordAccording to Cartee, the real work overcoming the deficit they inherited from
cept for students who wanted no ranking ing to Kaplan, the Law Review will choose took place in the Finance Committee the Class of '91 and leaving the incoming
system at all." She also said, "If a signifi- new members from 7 % to 10% class meetings. He estimated that over the SBA with a $2,000 surplus. He also said
cant number of third years opposed [the percentage range . "If they have a big course of 8 days, the Committee held 23 that meetings between incoming and
system), we would never present it to bubble [of students in a percentage group)" hours of he.arings and deliberations on the outgoing officers continue to take place in
faculty vote. No one will come out worse- said Kaplan, "they will use the write-on budoet submissions. Cartee said the most order to make the transition a smooth one.
-some students will come out the same competition to distinguish among them.
Law Review does not object to the new
way."
Butler said, "any system has problems . system."
There are some students under the proAssociate Dean Connie Galloway said
posed system who are disadvantaged." that although this semester's grades will
She also asked if the third years should be still be calculated to three decimal points,
allowed to vote again, but Spencer and the school can also provide the rank and
Kaplan said no.
grduc WlUCl tb", m:;w ~y"teDl. She:>aid the
Vanessa Bliott (3L), the SBA student Registrar's computer cannot be changed
liaison to the Committee, pointed out that, to inlplement the new system before spring
"one A will push [a student) way up to the semester grades are turned in.
next percentage rank very easily, and
Kaplan said that the ranking method
they 'lllike it better."
will have a positi ve effect on the Class of
After the meeting, Elliott said the 1992. "More people are looking for jobs,
Committee had "thoroughly discussed and and an increase in rank will help them."
considered every point brought up at the While making it clear that he opposed the
meeting before we went in there." She system, Koch acknowledged that "third
said that calculating GPA ' s to the thou- years probably have jobs, and it won't
sandths and rounding up to the hundredths, affect them much."
as Koch proposed in the meeting, did not
Spencer said that the faculty has conproduce a significant alteration over the sidered changing the ranking system
old system.
several times. A 1987 proposal never got
The effect of the new system, accord- beyond the committee stage and in 1989,
ing to the Committee memo, will be to students rejected a proposed change. In
raise almost everyone's percentage rank- 1990, the Academic Status Committee
ing in the class, because so many more felt it was too soon to reconsider the issue.
students are sharing GPA's. Those whose
Professor Alemante Selassie asked if
percentage rank does not change are at the there was any justification for the old
top of each category so their rank would system. Williamson said that the old way
be identical under either the old or new of calculating GPA ' s was "based on tradition, and not a rational , informed decisystem.
The school will continue to calculate sion."
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